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Zenith introduces a whole new
TV system Solid -state Chromacolor II.
Zenith quality and
dependability.* We're proud of
our record of building dependable,

It's all new from chassis
to picture tube. You get Zenith
dependability and the
best cplor picture we've ever
brought you.
1. Zenith's 10C% solid-state
chassis. The most powerful
chassis Zenith has ever built, for
cleaner, more naturally
brilliant colors. And Zenith
solid-state design means years
of dependable operation.

keeps your picture sharp under
varying voltage conditions.

3 Advanced Chromacolor
2. Unique voltage regulator picture tube. The brightest
picture tube in Zenith history.
to protect components.
Another Zenith first. We call it

Power Sentry. It guards your
chassis and picture tube,

You get more contrast and
detail than we've ever brought
you before.

quality products. But if it should
ever happen that a Zenith
doesn't live up to your expectations, we want to hear from you.
Write to the Vice President,
Consumer Affairs, Zenith Radio
Corp., 1900 N. Austin Ave.,
Chicago, III. 60639.
At Zenith, the quality goes in
before the name goes on.®
*In two recent nationwide surveys,
independent 7V service technicians
named Zenith, more than any other
brand, as the color 7V needing fewest
repairs. Survey details on request.
Simulated TV picture.
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Here's everything you'd expect
from a high-priced signal generator.
Except a high price.
The accuracy of your tests
depends on your signal
generator. But you needn't pay
high prices for accuracy B & K is proud to introduce our
Model 2050 Solid -State RF
Signal Generator, with
features other companies
charge more for. Just look at
our specs: 100% Solid -State
Silicon Circuitry featuring
FET's in RF and audio

a

oscillator stages for greater
stability and linearity. Six
bands, with ranges from
100 kHz to 30 MHz with 1.5%
accuracy. 3 outputs: RF,
modulated RF (400 Hz) and
externally modulated RF.
A big multi -colored, 4 Y2"

vernier dial, with positive anti backlash dial drive. Zenerregulated and internal fuse protected power supply.

You needn't pay high prices
for versatility, ruggedness and
accuracy in a signal generatornow there's the Model 2050.
It's just what you'd expect
from B & K.

Contact your distributor
for full information, or write
Dynascan Corporation.

$9995

Very good equipment at a very good price.
Product of Dynascan Corporation/1801 W Belle Plaine Ave , Chicago, III. 60613
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Tubes you can
depend on
for customers
who depend
on you.
Tube Products Department, Owensboro, Kentucky 42301
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EDITORIAL
Fiddle While Rome Burns
Occasionally we

receive a letter
from one of our
readers that
concerns a subject
of such great
importance that it
merits much more
than a sentence
or two of editorial
comment in our
Letters to the
Editor Column. Such is the case with the
letter from Thomas Davenport, printed on
page 9 of this month's issue, which is
concerned with the growing trend toward
the modularization of color -TV sets.
As you all know, modular design
really isn't anything new. Back during
World War II, the military found that the
quick servicing of its communications
equipment in the battle field-where
there was little access to either test
equipment or qualified electronic
technicians-required the use of
modular systems. At that time modular
construction was considered a necessary
expense which under normal conditions
would have been rather extravagant.
Although the principle of modular
design was well known by the end of
World War II, and there were then a lot
of "qualified" electronic technicians
returning to civilian life that knew little
more than modular servicing, it was not
yet considered practical for civilian use.
There were several reasons why
modular construction was not then
generally considered acceptable.
Except for those containing the then
recently improved solid-state diode
(one with a factory implanted "cats
whisker"), tuned quartz crystals or those
huge selenium rectifier plates, none of
the circuitry contained solid-state
components. Transistors, FETs and
integrated circuits hadn't been invented
yet. Thus the only active elements in
those circuits were electron tubes. Due

to their price, relatively large size,
relatively high power requirements and
heat dissipation, it simply wasn't
practical to include too many tubes in a
consumer electronic product. A
five -tube radio, with possibly one tube
serving a dual function of both RF
amplification and RF rectification, was
considered a good, large radio. (Who

production of TV sets that contain but
one tube-the picture tube. And we shall
see even that being replaced with
solid.state components in the next few
years-yes even in color -TV sets.
Virtually all color -TV sets now on the
market make use of one or more
integrated circuits, each containing the
equivalent of a dozen or more transistors
that perform what were once considered
economically unfeasible circuit functions.
We are living in a time when the
public expects the convenience of

today would purchase a five transistor
radio having equal gain and hold it in
such high respect. Today it must not
only include transistors but integrated

circuits-performing functions that
would have once required the use of
several dozen electron tubes.)
In those days, it any feedback
circuits were used, it was for positive
feedback, which offered increased gain
with some loss of circuit stabilization.
Today we use all sorts of negative

feedback circuitry-having all the
dynamic components necessary for as
much gain as wanted-the negative
feedback providing increased stabilization
and automatic circuit functions.
Unlike the modules of World War II,
which contained stacked boards of
hand -wired circuits, printed -circuits are
now used-they having at last become
the more reliable form of wiring. This too

has permitted the economical design of
more complex circuitry.
When your editor first began
servicing radio, it was a relatively
simple job. Most often the problem was
a defective electron tube. If not that,
then a bad electrolytic capacitor. Next
likely on the list of suspects was an
open coupling capacitor. Third was
either the power transformer, filament
ballast tube, or filament resistance
lead in the power cord. This latter group
of components represented the only

ones-except for possibly the IF
transformers-for which there was never
any real parts availability problem.
Yes, those were the days when it was
rather simple to get into radio servicing.
When so little training was required that
everyone was getting into the act-and
you were lucky if you made $3.00 per job!
B/W -TV started out nearly the same
way. All the sets had hand -wired

circuit boards, tubes that at most
performed two functions each,
extremely limited use of
negative -feedback circuits for automatic
control, and a tremendous thirst for
power-even for providing a small
picture. And weight? Why one person
alone could hardly lift a 12 -in. TV set!
But the world has changed-as you
will note in this month's preview of new
color -TV sets for 1974, beginning on
page 35. Almost every TV -set
manufacturer is now switching to the

automatic circuit functions-at a low
cost-that once were considered too
expensive to design, let alone sell to
the public. And they must be repaired.
Automated technology makes the
modular approach-once considered far
too expensive for civilian use-a

practical matter-for the manufacturer
and the consumer. If replacement
modules are at hand, the consumer can
have his color -TV set fixed much faster
than a qualified electronic technician can
trace the particular fault in the defective
module. Some consumers are more
interested in a quick good repair than
they are in an economical good repair.
Unfortunately, as stated so well by
Mr. Davenport, as circuitry continues
to be developed at a rapid rate, there
becomes a greater number of modules
that must be stocked for rapid
servicing. Can a small shop afford to
invest in all these modules, let alone
afford even the space to store them?
And what does one do with a large
inventory of modules that eventually
become obsolete? One can occasionally
substitute universal components as
replacement parts, but there aren't
universal modules! Is there an answer???
Despite all these problems, your editor
personally favors the current
development of modularized circuitry
and considers it a good trend... an
alternative to otherwise immediate
disaster as our technology jumps ahead
of the technical skills of many electronic
technicians. Comments concerning his
personal experience and attitude
concerning such techniques were spelled
out in his editorial, "Why Modular TV
Circuits?" printed on page 23 of the
January 1972 issue. However, let's face
it, your editor did not invent the modular

continued on page 8
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DIAL
& CODER
Delta's Instant
Emergency
Telephone
Warning System.
Dial & Coder guards you around the -clock, signaling alarm for any emergency condition where a simple contact
closure activates the system. Completely

solid state, Dial & Coder utilizes the
latest in discrete and integrated circuit
technology to provide immediate remote
signaling between any two telephones.

CHECK THESE FEATURES!

Dial any phone number up to eight
digits.
Change numbers in ten seconds.
Over 100 different code combinations
allow multi -phone connections.
Works with any direct contact switch.

Unlimited applications. Use with intrusion detectors, fire & smoke detectors or a simple button control. Allows
children, clerks, or physically handicapped to call for help.

Automatic redialer when busy signal
received.

Microphone can be added for audio
surveillance.

Self-contained power supply. Once
tripped, unit cannot be stopped.
This one's really priced right!
Made in U.S.A.

Write or Call today for free sales details!

DELTA PRODUCTS, INC.
P.O. Box 1147, Grand Junction, Cob. 81501,
Dept. ETD, (303) 242-9000

Superior Products At Sensible Prices
.
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concept and his personal attitude will
neither help or hinder the current trend
in that direction. Like it or not,
modularization has come to stay!
Now that it is here, what do we do
about it?
Let's face it-no single shop can
maintain an adequate inventory of all
modules required for servicing all makes
and models of modular color -TV sets. If
one is to make use of the modular
exchange approach, then it becomes
necessary to restrict one's business to
the two or three brands that have
distributors best prepared to supplement
your inventory of modules on short
notice. (On that basis, direct
manufacturer promotion to the electronic
technician and service dealer will in the
future have far greater impact on a
product's success or failure than will
consumer promotions or consumer
advertising. If a product is relatively
expensive-as most color -TV sets areand no one will fix it, what knowing
customer is going to buy it?) Yes, it
hurts to have to turn business away, but
few shops have enough business to keep
these modules in active stock turnover.
And any shop keeping modules unused
on the shelf for several months is
losing money on its investment.
Although some manufacturers like to
promote the concept that a module is a
throw -away item, others promote the
fact that modules can be serviced-in
fact more easily than the old-style TV
chassis, since much of the work can now
be done at a more convenient location
outside the chassis. The decision
concerning whether or not to service
these modules should be your decision,
and it should be based on such
questions as whether or not your time for
servicing the module is worth more than
the cost of a new module, and the value
of defective components to be replaced
on the module.
Some enterprising electronic
technicians are considering the
possibility of starting shops on a
regional basis that will concentrate
solely on the wholesale repair of
defective modules (like some of the
tuner -service companies in existence
today). With such service available to
you (some TV -set manufacturers currently
provide this service), you would be able
to remove a defective module and

replace it with a rebuilt one-just like

. for more details circle 106 on Reader Service Card
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some garages may replace the defective
alternator, starter or voltage regulator
in your car with a rebuilt one. (However,
be on the look out for defective rebuilts
in electronic modules just as you must
those many defective rebuilt auto parts.)

Such service techniques are legalprovided the customer is given an
opportunity to decide in advance whether
he wants his TV set fixed with new or
used parts, and the use of rebuilt
modules is clearly stated on the
customer invoice. Otherwise, at least in
an increasing number of states, you may
find yourself accused of customer fraud
as a result of servicing with used parts.
There will never be a day when
everything that there is to invent has
been invented-long before then the
Sun will have died of old age and the
world will have come to an end. On that
basis, we will never see a time when
manufacturers stop changing and
improving the consumer electronic
products that we sell or service. Only a
lack of available capital, a lack of
consumer interest, or stagnation from
government control will bring a stop to
such future product development. Unless
stagnation does occur, we will find
ourselves continually faced with more
sophisticated circuitry and new modular
concepts. Thus there must be even
greater selectivity in what we are
prepared to service, and more technical
training will be required for the job.
Those shops unable to cope with the
situation will simply fold ... these are
the cold, hard facts. The world does not
owe us a living, and if we can't keep up,
we are forced out.
Your editor, your fellow electronic
technicians and service dealers, your
trade associations, etc., will do all that
is possible to keep you up to date
but none of us can turn back the clock!

...
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Comments from our readers are
always welcome. Address your
letters to:

Phillip Dahlen, Editor
Electronic Technician/Dealer
1 East First Street
Duluth, Minnesota 55802

LETTERS
Reader comments concerning past
feature articles, Editor's Memos, previous
reader responses or other subjects of
interest to the industry.

What's to Be Done
About Modular Circuitry?
There is a subject of the most profound and timely topic that I wish you
to inform us about. With all consumer
electronics (color TV) going to panel type construction, what potential does

the average one- or two -man shop
have to stay alive in this business?

For example, yesterday I went into
the attic and resurrected an old caddy
completely filling it with boxes con-

taining 1974 Magnavox panels and
modules. In my trunk is a large caddy

containing only Motorola panels. I
now have five caddies in my 1972
Dodge Van.
Must I contemplate driving a Grey-

hound Bus full of caddies by 1974five years down the pike? And the cus-

tomers wonder why we charge for a
service call! I would estimate that it
will soon cost $15.00 to set the brakes
in front of a home with such a medicine show.
Your magazine is terrific, but please

stop fiddling while Rome burns and

give us an in-depth report on this
growing cancer.
THOMAS H. DAVENPORT

There is still a great future for any

one- or two -man shop-provided it
begins to specialize. restricting future
work to but a couple of name brands
for reduced inventory; and provided
the electronic technicians employed
there keep up with current technological developments. Please note the additional comments in this month's editorial. Ed.
Those Who Won't Take Sides

The curious thing about those who
enjoin personal opinions by the editor

of this magazine and who stridently
disdain "taking sides" with a passionate revivalistic dedication to the laissez faire principle in matters purely
electronic, is that they virtually out
Dahlen, Mr. Dahlen! But the pure and

unadorned truth is that it reflects an
quintessence of hypocrisy and smacks

of liberalism so insipid as to defy
taste analysis. In point of fact, the
electronic servicing industry is staffed
by real flesh and blood people VERY

MUCH touched by the issues these
critics of Mr. Dahlen's editorial policy
so dislike. A case study is the all too
concrete dilemma depicted by the edi-

tor under the caption "What would
you do?" on page 10 of the April issue
of this magazine. The critics cannon-

ading the NEA, NATESA, CET's et
al are living in an Alice -in -Wonderland world couched in a phony gravity free idealism quite alien to the type
of existence characterizing the sixteen tons -a -day known to technicians at
large who stand face to face with gut
decisions-gut decisions demanding
immediate judgement that cannot be
deferred by idealistic noodlings. Such

things ARE a part of this magazine.
In fact, this is the juncture where a
position must be made, a 'side taken',
if you will, based on expediency and
rational merit.

In all candor, how do you defer

or temporize on an issue as germane
as extended warranties or in -board
warranties which quite literally tells
the service dealer WHAT to charge
and the CONDITIONS under which
said transactions take place? Was Mr.
Dahlen, as editor of this magazine,
high on LSD when he boldly outlined
for the readers what must clearly be
the

most

overlooked

technological

reality since the advent of 1'V itself
-namely the staggering potential of
satellites propagating TV signals visa-vis' CATV/VHF broadcasting as
conceived to date? I must confess my

guilt and my surprise relative to the

atrophy and plunge into a tight orbit
created by the manufacturer/consumeristic combine; this gentleman is

1984 replete with the very thing our
liberal (?) friends want! No digres-

sions, no CET's, no NEA and no

NATESA; just one big beautiful
monolith! But who in his right mind
wants it if he expects to be his own
man? Like the song goes: "-where
can I go to when nobody needs me?"
I submit that a robot could do just as
well-all judgements are programmed.
Beautiful!!
VINCENT L. IRVAN, CET

Author Replies to
Reader Comment
I just received the August issue of

ET/D and read the letter from Mr.
Frederick P. Hall, Jr., critical of the
Tuner Cover Booby Trap piece. I 'lave
received many compliments here concerning the article and hope that you
have too.
While it is true that there are a few
of these tuners with beige strips, I take
issue with him regarding the contacts
adjustability. Enclosed is an SK tuner
maintenance booklet from the factory

-which should know-showing adjustability of the contacts.
BOB COOK, CET

paucity of letters from technicians on

the subject whose cognitive powers
confirm the technological feasibility
of such a system yet seem strangely
mesmerized by the incredible status
quo that hucksters TV viewers into a
fatalistic zombie -like two step to the
same old hackneyed drum beat deifying CATV as THE vehicle of the future! I can only commend Mr. Dahlen
both for his sagacity and his risking to
say it-and I'll go on record right here
and now and say that the next five to
eight years will prove him dead right
and his critics dead wrong relative to
satellite TV vis-a-vis' CATV. May I also say I elicit all the information the
editor can dredge up on satellite propagated TV, both theoretical and functional; it is thrilling to contemplate
the possibilities of wrist -watch TV,

Offers Comments Concerning
June Editorial on Servicing

In regard to your June editorial: I
service all products. If they are difficult to service because of design, I
charge accordingly. I charge for all
time-including phone calls and let-

ters-when obtaining parts that I do
not normally stock.

Most of my

charges are based on the time spent
to make the repair, not on whether it
is a TV set or radio.
I do service at a lower rate items
that I have sold. My rates are posted

I submit the following: if the kind
of pride and rational concern inspiring technicians and shop owners to
seek out excellence in their chosen
field of endeavor, to wit, those principles which are the warp and woof
of NEA, NATESA, as viable and

where everyone can see them.
I find it very hard to sell only the
best products, as most companies do
not do well on all items. I sell one
brand of TV set that I think is excellent. I do not sell this same company's
stereo because I do not care for the
record changers they use. I would sell
two other brands of TV sets if they
were handled by better distributors.
I am not very interested in the sale
of electronic equipment since the
profit margin is poor. Most discount
houses sell below our cost. I was about

relevant organs of our industry (where
other alternatives do not exist which

tributor and then found the same ra-

vehicular TV-in short, TV anywhere in this country with good quality.

can address industrial/consumer interests) that is, if these things cannot
be, the industry will inevitably suffer

to buy radios at $12.50 each from a disdio advertised by a discounter at

$11.80. I often see one brand of TV

continued on page 10
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LETTERS

UNTIL RECENTLY,
THERE WERE OVER

...
continued Irom page 9

22,500 TRANSISTOR
PART NUMBERS

set advertised below my cost.
I find it more profitable to "service
junk." The discounters can't offer discount service.

I notice that most modern TV sets
have the same parts in them that have

been causing trouble for 25 years:
electrolytic capacitors, diodes, open

capacitors, leaky capacitors, 47K resistors

that change to 200K, dirty

tuners, shorted yokes, etc. I am still

TO WORRY ABOUT
IN THE SERVICE
BUSINESS.

trying to keep up with the "indestructible" transistor that will never

wear out. We have picture tubes that
lose their emission in a year or two.
As for customers fixing their own
TV sets by changing panels-let them

First they will have to decide
which panel, then they will have to
find a new panel. A few 24kv shots
in the arm will discourage them. I
try.

Now, only 47 types
put an end to the nightmare.

service panel sets by changing defective parts. If the day comes when my
skills are no longer needed, I will do
something else for a living. The fel-

Sprague's concise but complete
line of 47 replacement transistors
(24 small -signal, 18 power, and 5
field effect) is designed to do the
work of over 22,500 O.E.M. transistors. But don't just take our word
for it. The 'Fantastic 47' are on the

low who drives the local beer truck
makes $120.00 take home pay every
week. How many TV servicemen
make the same for a 40 -hour week?

As for working on sets that will
cause you to come up with a loss:
Leave them alone and let your competitors lose money instead. Go fishing instead of working on losers. If
you can't make a dollar, why bother.

self-service Semiconductor Q -Mart
at your Sprague distributor's, ready
to help you now.

DANIEL HILL

And here's more good news! To help you keep the most -frequently -used transistors handy in your shop, we've got a new KS -10 Transistor Assortment. The Keen 18
10 small -signal transistors and 8
power transistors
give you a working inventory that replaces thou.

.

.

.

.

.

sands of the most popular domestic and foreign O.E.M. part numbers.
They come in an attractive, blue, durable plastic cabinet
you pay
for transistors only . cabinet is yours at no additional cost!
See the KS -10 with a special introductory price at your distributor's.
While you're there, pick up a free copy of the 48 -page Sprague K-500
Semiconductor Replacement Manual. Or
write to Sprague Products
Co., 65 Marshall St., North Adams, Mass. 01247.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

What Future Salary
Might One Expect?
I have been watching the pay earnings of service technicians in the State

of Michigan, mainly Detroit and its
suburbs. It has varied so greatly that
it has confused me as to what a good
technician should be receiving. If at
all possible, could you send me a scale

NEW Kk-10 MOO' OR ASSORTNIN... REGULARLY $34.11

or chart of pay earnings for an average year showing pay according to

special
introductory

different qualifications such as: bench
man, road, antennas, stereo, etc. If a
man did all four, would earnings be

99

Suppose a man worked 48 hours a
week doing four calls a day, installing
two rotor antennas a day. If this man

price...

10

.

Cross/Blue Shield, with no other benefits besides paid holidays, is this man
below or average?
What I would like to learn is
whether there is a promising future

SPRAGUE'

with good pay or an average job in
which men could not be able to go to

. for more details circle 135 on Reader Service Card
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received $4.50 per hour plus Blue

THE MARK OF RELIABILITY
THE BROAD-UNE PRODUCER OF ELECTRONIC PARTS
.

higher?

a high paying level. My future and

the

from

what I plan to do relies on this a lot,
with the economy going as it is.
(We decided to withold name)

hassle"

"political

The following is the reply that we

shops and towns. Some electronic
technicians are lucky if they make
$4500, while we know of others making close to $12,000. Some shops

handle the matter by paying a flat

rate basis for work performed, rather
than hours worked.
If anyone has taken a survey or can
supply us with additional information,
please feel free to write us. Ed.

Suggests New Product
To Eliminate Batteries
My idea for a consumer electronic
product would be a small radio with

a built-in hand -operated generatorsomething like the pilot's automatic
distress signaling device of World War

H. The "hourglass" radio I believe it
was called, with which the downed

pilot sat and turned a crank and it
sent out SOS calls and his approximate location at regular intervals.
My idea would be for a device with
which you would sit and turn a crank

and get the latest news, sports and
weather if you wished, using your

own muscles instead of short -lasting
rather expensive batteries. It would
also save on the materials batteries are
made of.
JACK IMMELL

The other letter concerned the technician that was having difficulty with
the electronic organ dealer. I say to
him and all other technicians-even
if it should come to the critical point
of having to leave town on an empty
stomach and to hit the road with only
his VOM and his present "schooling"

-it would not only improve his personal condition and mental attitude
and really be a moment of truth for

PAY';

Employers

sounds a lot like the "NATESA Plan to
Create Confidence" described on page
50 of our December 1972 issue. Ed.l

It may be a little more time consuming but would remove the employer

JOHNSON

LBO -502 - 5'
Solid State
Triggered Scope
3 graded scale readings - 1,2,5
Push -buttons, lab -grade quality
15MHz b'width;auto and trig sweep 1µs/cm (5X mag. 0.2µs/cm) to
0.5s/cm. 17 steps. 10mV/p-p/cm
sensitivity. Rect. bezel; adj.lighting
scale -tilt adj. & trig. light. $529.95

Stereo Generator
Solid state stability & accuracy.
Check balance, separation and
alignment on all state-of-the-art
audio equip. 50dB separation.
2% at1KHz audio signal accuracy; 2% at
19KHz pilot sig freq. accuracy.0.3Vrms output. $229.95

LFM-36A - Solid State
Wow & Flutter Meter
Offers accurate, simul-

WI1H

program.

H.

LSG-231 - FM Multiplex

condition or/and could lead to

wonderful

have totally resisted joining

in all ways!

SERVICE

OFF

"should" have some degree of choice
in selecting employees. This is an aid.
Another alternative would be for a
sort of "guide -line" questionnaire provided to employers to let them present
these to prospective employees. [This

I

unions and have quit many jobs when
it was suggested to me that I join.
In conclusion I must say to all the
"young techs" whenever the time
should come in your life's work that
you think your existence depends on
your present job only-"then cut your
throat!" You will be doing all the rest
of society a service. Let's keep it free

WkRIZIOTY

Two letters in the June 1973 issue
prompt me to express two very (and
I must stress very) important facts.
One, as stated, that the CET Program "could" lead to a "closed shop"
a

FREE ENTERPRISE!
I am semi -retired now, but all my

MikKE

Two Letters in June Issue
Contain Some Important Facts

union "take over" or even as a union
could result in "Mob Type" control
interested only in membership dues
and industry controls. This cannot be
denied or overlooked because this is
most evident today in our society.
The "effort" of the CET is basically

himself-it would also be another
"shot heard round the earth" for
life

society.

sent him:
Salaries earned by electronic technicians vary a great deal between

a

and

"union squeezeout" that is now in
process. I am about to publish a book
on this and its eroding effect on our

taneous, direct readouts
ion tape recorders and
other units Has separate meters for measuring each function
Accuracy is t5% of full scale
value. Signal frequency is 3KHz
Compact, rugged, for bench or
assembly work 5699.95

LEADER
TEST INSTRUMENTS
"Put Us to the Test"
LEADER151 Dupont Street Plainview, L.I., N.Y. 11803 (516) 822-9300
INSTRUMENTS CORP

... for more details circle 125 on Reader Service Card
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MATV PRODUCTS?

READERS' AID

I

have Sams Photofacts No.
G.

Consider

telstrom

1

through No. 200 for sale. Best offer.
Space contributed to help serve the
personal needs of you, our readers.

74 Keeley St.
Fall River, Mass. 02723

Part Swap

Schematic Needed

I have many new repair parts for
transistor radios which I received directly from the factories in Japan. I
would like to trade them for domestic
parts, mainly cassette tapes.

H. E.

SPIEKER, JR.

2320 Hillcrest Ave.
Pennsauken, N.J. 08110

SWISKA

We need a schematic and instruction manual for an FM Modulation
Monitor Model 257, manufactured by
New London Inst. Co.
ALSYNCO

171 So. Main St.
Natick, Mass. 01760

I would like to obtain a schematic
Wanted
1 would like to obtain apower trans-

former for a Victor Radio, Model

R-32.

for a Hickok Scope, Serial
25511914.

No.

RICHARD RINALD

69 S. Montgomery St.
Valley Stream, L.I., N.Y. 11580

BILL HAMMOND

Niobrara TV and Radio
P.O. Box 1033
Lusk, Wyo. 82225

1 would like to obtain an operator's

Start with a full line of antennas,
add hardware, oroadband amplifiers, line reducers, tap -offs, low -

loss (trunk and distribution)

manual for a DuMont Cathode Ray
Oscillograph (scope) Type 274. The
instrument was manufactured by Allen B. DuMont Laboratories, Inc.,
Passaic, N.J., and was discontinued
about 20 years ago.

WALTER

It adds up to one of the most

Consider a moment-shouldn't
you check out Telstrom? For
complete information see your
local distributor or write:

F.

BROWN

6191/2 N. Riverside Blvd.

Goshen, Ind. 46526

I would like to obtain a schematic
for a GR15 Pentron Tape Recorder.
M. BOLNICK

621 E. 82nd St.
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11236

cables plus additional products
required for MATV installations.

complete lines of MATV products
on the market. Best of all, they're
priced to sell -priced for you to
make a profit.

Schematic Wanted
I am in need of service information
for a Bendix VHF Transceiver, Model
IHOIC, and a surplus VHF Transceiver, Model MRT-G.
JULIO FONSECA, CET
2400 La Guard Dr.
Hampton, Va. 23661

I need two tubes for an old Philco
radio, numbers XXD and 35A5. I also

have a number of older radio tubes.
Please write for list.
PAUL COURNOYER

Leisureville, Bldg. 26, Apt. 3
Watervliet, N.Y. 12189
For Sale
Riders Radio

Trouble

I would like to obtain a schematic
and parts list for a Lantz Model TV
7G, a B/W 7 -in. portable TV set.
MICHAEL W. MCDANIEL

1286 Cortez, Apt. 3
Sunnyvale, Calif. 94086
Shooters

manuals, Volume 8 to 21 and Riders
TV manuals, 2 to 26. Please make of-

Business for Sale

fer.

business and would like to sell the
TROCH TELEVISION

290 Main St.
Spotswood, N.J. 08884

I have retired from the TV service
shop, part stock and equipment. Please
write for details.
SOLO

E. RAISANEN

203 Morgan Ave. N.
Minneapolis, Minn. 55405

telstrom MATV products
I

have a Heath Model IG57A

Sweep Adder Generator factory wired

and tested for sale. It includes all
leads, IF Link Detector Probe and

antennacraft
...

P. 0. Box 1005 Burl,ngton, Iowa 52601

instructions.
108 Hillcrest Circle
Greenville, S.C. 29609

for more details circle 101 on Reader Service Card
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Having been in the service business
since 1937 and am now retiring, I have
for sale my Radio -TV -Stereo Sales and
Service business which is located in the

heart of the bluegrass in Kentucky

with a city population of 10,000. Na-

tionally known radio, TV and stereo
sales including service parts, tools,

equipment, fixtures and 1970 Ford
van. Please write for details.
JERRY JACKSON

924 Main St.
Paris, Ky. 40361

I am retiring and would like to sell

my TV and small appliance repair
service. I will sell with or without

A LITTLE
KNOWLEDGE

SA

building. Please write for details.
GEORGE

E. BEAL, SR.

P.O. Box 1712
Glendale, Ariz. 85311

Because of failing health, I must
sell my TV Sales & Service business
in Clearwater, Fla. This is a sacrifice
for quick sale. Good location, TV repair shop in this same location for 25
years. More than the usual amount of

modern test equipment, etc. Please
write for details.
WILLIAM D. WAPLES

PRORTABLE
THING
(UKE WO MORE AWEBQ

201 Belleair Oaks
Largo, Fla. 33540

Take our Super Frost Aid, for instance.The more
you know about t, the more money it makes for
you. You probably know it's the best way to find
tricky ntermi -tents. Just let the set cook, and
wher froubl 3 shows up, spray the suspected circuit Dr stage component-by-cornporent (ifseasy with the free spray extender), unti the trouble disappears. That's

Because I am retiring, I wish to sell
my TV Sales and Service business in
north -central Wisconsin. It is a one -

all thee is to it-and there's no liquid

or two -man shop which includes stock,
equipment, truck, and low -rent building. We have had 11 years of business

residue!
But that's not all there is to Super Frost
Aid. Not by a long shot.
When you suspect a cracked PC board, there's no need to go over it
with a magnifying glass. Spray
Super Frost Aid on the board, and
look for gaps on the conductors. It's
easy. Fast. And a great way to make

in this location.
VAL FRANZEN

302 Main St.
Cornell, Wisc. 54732

money on "tough dog" problems.
Mare? More! When you're solder-

DISCOUNT
PRICES
Test Equipment

ing, Super Frost Aid is the easiest, fastest heat sink around. Spray on

semiconductors and other delicate
parts before soldering. Spray after
soldering to make parts easy to
handle. Also helps prevent burnout of
transformers and other parts from
abnormal conditions. by cooling them
off quicky. Minimizes problems caused

"thITRONIC

RECEIVING TUBES

by shorts and other failures.
Super Frost Aid has many other
general uses. Use it to cool and "shrink"
17-4
the inner of two tight -fitting c
parts, to join or separate them.
Use it as an emergency fire
extinguisher. Or as first -aid
on burns. It's also handy for

Prices on Request
RAYTHEON

Replacement Parts

removing chewing gum
and other adhesive materials
-cold reduces adhesion, makes
separation easier.
There are dozens of other ways Super Frost Aid-and our other
chemical problem-solvers-can make life easier (and more profitable)
4"1-41.110

SYLVAN I A MAGNAVOX

41°114

0 'I.°

PRE:STIU. 0E:0 PASICatif

for you. See them at your distributor's. or write for our brochure.

ELECTROMCS

CHEMTRONICS
5401 OXFORD AVENUE
(215) 533-7550

Philadelphia, Pa.
... for more details circle 122 on Reader Service Card

INCORPORATED
1260 RALPH AVE BROOKLYN N Y 11236
Our business is improving yours.
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One
easy
solution

to five
difficult

receptiol
problems

UHF ADJUSTABLE BAND SPAN

QUANTUM FM TRAP

MOUNT 300 or 75 OHM

It's the Channel Master Quantum
System...

the total system that's engineered
from stem to stern to handle the problems that make
peak reception more difficult each day. The Quantum
Antenna and accessories provide the one-step solution
to TV and FM reception problems such as:

1.

Z.

NOISE POLLUTION: The electromagnetic A WEAK UHF PERFORMANCE: The Quantum
provides exceptional UHF power with an adnoise and interference from power lines, igjustable band span that permits you to marnition switches, electrical appliances, co, and
ket an antenna tuned to current and future
adjacent channel interaction and hospital
UHF channels in your area. Gain as high as
equipment. The Quantum Antenna cuts
13dB meets the critcal demands of UH
through the noise with the highest front to
color reception!
back ratios and directivity yet engineered into
'411\W\
antennas, to reach desired channels with a
5IMPEDANCE
MATCHING The Quantum
new standard of clarity and sharpness!
provides an exce lent match to both 300 and
75 ohm impedances! It uses insulation piercWEAK SIGNALS: The Quantum's optional
ing terminals for 300 ohm hookup, and an
amplifier modules provide up to a 15dB
optional
balun/match ng transformer for 75
boost for color and black and white reception
ohm installation. The balun/matching transin fringe areas! The solid state modules proformer fits into the terminal housing.
vide high gain, low noise and unconditionally
stable operation through a wide temperature
range, and include switchable FM traps. The
amplifiers fit snugly into the Quantum's

PLUS

weather protected terminal housing,

MASSIVE, ALL WEATHER POWER! The

FM INTERFERENCE: A growing problem
with the FM boom. Quantum optional FM
traps provide up to 25dB effective attenuation across the entire band without affecting
the powerful front to back performance in
any way. The printed circuit board traps are
easy to install in the terminal housing.

Quantum has an extra rugged, double truss

construction, wind tunnel tested to withstand better -than -hurricane force winds.
The weather protectec terminal housing on
the massive twin boom provides a safe harbor for the Quantum's optional accessory
components.

CHANNEL MASTER QUANTUM
One solution to every problem you're likely to
meet ---the Quantum Total Reception System!

CHANNEL MASTER DIVISION OF AVNET, INC, ELLENVILLE, N.Y. 12428
... for more details circle 104 on Reader Service Card

NEWS OF THE INDUSTRY
1974 Convention
Exclusively NATESA's

The National Alliance of Television & Electronic Service

Associations has announced that its next convention will
be exclusively a NATESA affair. According to the announcement, the convention will be held at the Arlington
Park Towers in Arlington Heights, Ill. It will begin Sunday,
August 17, 1974, running through Monday, August 19,
1974. Included will be official business, seminars and social
functions.

ducting the Operating Expenses, the Net Operating Profit
came to 5.8 percent of Sales-exactly the same as last year.
Rising sales volume coupled with stable Operating Profits
as a percentage of those sales is the sign of a healthy situation," said the NARDA executive.
The Cost -of -doing -business Survey, which will be distributed free to those firms which took part in its preparation, was cited by Mr. Renier as "a great contribution to
the industry. Close to 200 respondents took part in the
Survey in this, its third consecutive year of publication. It
provides the only such benchmarks that are available to
the trade and an on -going documentation of trends," said
the NARDA President.
"For instance, we see the reassuring evidence that not
only are Net Profits increasing-from 3.3 percent in 1970

to 5.8 percent in each of the last two years-but the

Servicers' Net Profit
Continues to Climb
Despite constantly rising wages and increased parts cost,
"Service Only" operations were able to fashion a better
Gross Margin in 1972 compared to the previous year, according to the Costs -of -doing -business Survey for service
shops conducted by the National Appliance and Radio -TV

Dealers Association.

"The better Gross Margin performance last year," stated

James Renier, NARDA President, "stems from greater
volume and increased productivity of technicians."
The Gross Margin went up to 41.4 percent of Sales,
compared to 40.2 percent a year earlier, the Survey indicates. "However, the better Gross Margin was offset by
higher Operating Expenses," said Mr. Renier. "After de-

salaries of proprietors and executives are also improving
and are now up to 7.7 percent of sales. At the same time,
truck expense is going down (in relation to total sales),
again verifying the fact that managers are getting better
production out of their technicians and vehicles.
An analysis of 28 different Operating Expenses, as a
percentage of sales, is included in the NARDA Survey,
together with a study of productivity of technicians, as
derived from the computerized NARDA Service Data
System.

"The industry statistics are valuable in measuring business trends," concluded Mr. Renier, "but service operators
should be aware that variance from industry figures is not
in itself a cause for either alarm or self-congratulation.
Yet, each manager should take advantage of the 'worksheet' portion of the survey to compare his own figures
with those of his contemporaries."
continued on page 52

TEST RIG FOR TUBE & SOLID STATE

59995

THE COMBO RIG
MODEL CJ -175

less picture tube

ELIMINATES HAULING CABINET
& TUBE
SPEEDS TROUBLE SHOOTING
SERVICES TUBE & SOLID STATE
TELEMATIC TEST RIG CJ -175
CONSISTS OF:

Compact metal case
Universal Yoke
Convergence Yoke
Blue Lateral Magnet
Solid State Transverter
4' Anode Extension
4' 90 degree CRT
Extension

4' Yoke Extension
Convergence Load
4 Yoke adaptors for
Solid State

alk
16

Write us for free subscription of current cross-reference charts.

2245 Pitkin Avenue, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11207
... for more details circle 137 on Reader Service Card
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ALL PARTS
INCLUDED

LXCEPI TUBES & TRANSISTO
YEAR, GU HAN.1E

PROVIDES YOU WITH A
COMPLETE SERVICE FOR
ALL YOUR TELEVISION
TUNER REQUIREMENTS.

Universal Replacement Tuner $9.95

This price buys you a complete new
tuner built specifically by SARKES TARZIAN INC. for this purpose.
All

shafts have a maximum length

of 101/2" which car' be cut to 11/2".

Specify heater type parallel and series
450mA or 600mA.

VHF Or UHF Any Type $9.95.
UHF/VHF Combo $15.00.
In this price all parts are included.

transistors, diodes, and nuvistors
are charged extra. This price does not

Tubes

Customized tuners are available at

cover mutilated tuners.
Fast efficient service at our conveniently located service centers.

a cost of only $15.95; :with trade-in $13.95)

Send in your original tuner for com-

All tuners ultrasonically cleaned, re-

parison purposes.

paired, realigned and air tested.

GEORGIA

ILLINOIS
ILLINOIS
INDIANA
INDIANA

Chicane Illinois 60621

741 W. 55th St.
5110 West Boown St.

Sky

Illinois 60076

KENTUCKY
MARYLAND
MISSOURI
NEVADA
NEW JERSEY
NEW JERSEY
OHIO
OHIO
OHIO

TENNESSEE
TEXAS

FOR
.

10654 Magno ia Blvd.
1324 Marsten Rd.
123 Phoenix %venue
1505 Cypress St.
938 Cordon St., S.W.

Nar

6833 Grand Ave.

Indiana.

817 N. Pennsylvania St.....

Indiana 46323
Indiana 46204
Kentucky 40208
LOuisvill
Maryland 21215
Baltimo
St. Lou Missouri 63132
Las Veg., Nevada 89108
New Jersey 07301
Jersey L
Trenton, New Jersey 08638
Cincinna
Ohio 45216
Clevela, Ohio 44109
Tol
Ohio 43624
Po:
Oregon 97210
Tennessee 37743
Greenev.
Memph , Tennessee 38114
Dallas, Texas 75228
---11 Virginia 23502

OREGON
TENNESSEE

WATCH US GROW

537 S. Walni.t St.
1528 South 6th St. or Box 4534

Tv

CALIFORNIA
CALIFORNIA
CALIFORNIA
FLORIDA

ISC

Indiana 47401
Arizona 85713
Calif. 91601
Norla
California 94010
Burline
California 95351
Mor
Florida 33606
Tr:
Atlanta, Georgia 30310

Bloc-

HEADQUARTERS
ARIZONA

2920 Taylor Blvd.
5505 Reistertown Rd. Box 2624
10530 Page Avenue
3816 Vegas Drive
547-49 Tonnele Ave.
901 North Olden Avenue
7450 Vine St
4597 Pearl R3ad
119 N. Erie it.
1732 N.W. 25th Avenue
1215 Snapps Ferry Ri.
1703 Lamar Avenue
11540 Garlard Road
4538 E. Prin:ess Anre Rd.

Tel: 812-334-0411
Tel: 602-791-9243
Tel: 213-769-2720
Tel: 415-347-5728
Tel: 209-521-8051
Tel: 813-253-0324
Tel: 404-758-2232
Tel: 312-873-5555-6-7
Tel: 312-675-0230
Tel: 219-845-2676
Tel: 317-6323493
Tel: 502-634-3334
Tel: 301-358-1186
Tel: 314-429-0633
Tel: 702-648-1450
Tel: 201-792-3730
Tel: 609-393-0999
Tel: 513-821-5080
Tel: 216-741-2314
Tel: 419-243-6733
Tel: 503-222-9059
Tel: 615-639.8451
Tel: 901-278-4484
Tel: 214-327-8413
Tel: 804-8552518-9915

INFORMATION ON FRANCHISES CONTACT HEADQUARTERS

for more details circle 139 on Reader Service Card
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Warning: Independent Bookkeepers
have determined that ordering any
TV reception products without talk-

ing to your Winegard distributor
about his fall deal will be detrimental
to your profits.

WINEGARD
TELEVISION SYSTEMS
Winegard Company -3000 Kirkwood Street-Burlington, Iowa 52601

.

18

j

.
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BOOK REVIEWS
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
ABOUT PAY TV by Ira Kamen, published by Howard W. Sams, 160 pages,
paperbound $4.95.

There are few subjects more controversial than CATV and Pay TVat least for the readers of our publication. Often the two subjects are con-

fused as being the same. A few of
our readers support both, while others

oppose both-particularly Pay

TV-

almost to the point of being violent!

Those that favor Pay TV can use

this book to improve their understanding of what they favor; and likewise,
those that oppose it can use the book

to better understand their "enemy."
Whatever your position, the book
should prove interesting.
One thing the book is not. It is not
a guide to encoding and decoding
techniques used for Pay TV. Such subjects are only covered lightly. Instead

BUILDING & INSTALLING ELECTRONIC INTRUSION ALARMS by

in

the

book that will offer some assistance to
the electronic technician attempting to
electronically secure an area. It should

John E. Cunningham, published by
Howard W. Satns, 136 pages, paper-

prove a source of many excellent

bound $4.50.
At first glance this may seem to be
a book that would be appropriate for
a hobbyist that was not concerned
with making professional installations.

ideas, although not necessarily a com-

plete source, since there are many
lines of sophisticated products now
on the market.

After all, the value of one's professional time is too great to construct
security

systems

completely

scratch. However, there

from

is another

way of looking at the matter. The
schematics included with installation
tips may be considered a training aid
in assisting the technician as he becomes familiar with commercially
available similar -type systems.
Virtually every type of security system is described in some basic manner

this book-everything from pres-

in

sure -operated switches that trip relays
and sound buzzers, to an ultrasonic intrusion detection system. The only system not including complete component

it is concerned with the history and
current development of Pay TV sys-

tems-both those

system, and it does include tips on
how to connect an automatic alarm
system to a TV monitor for observing changes in any pre -determined
portion of the picture.
We feel that this is a well rounded

the air, through CATV systems, and
isolated hotel/motel systems. This is
a book that really goes into specifics.

planning

schematics is for a closed-circuit TV

stages and those already in use: over

This may hurt a little. The picture tube will
have to come out.

10 features you'll like about
RCA's new Relay -Protected VOM
jamiummimmommomiwEiwomom.

1. All functions, ranges, and meter protected by fast
relay, renewable link fuse, and diodes
2. Easy -access test lead, battery compartment
3. Overload indicator lamp on meter face
4. Battery -condition indicator for overload protection
circuit
5. High -impact plastic case, large 51/2" meter
6. Adjustable metal tilt handle
7. High -accuracy ±2% DCV, ±3% ACV
8. Three -color coded panel and meter scale for quick
function identification
9. Three -to -one ranging (like VTVM)
10. Type WV -532A is priced at only $99.95*
To buy: order from any one of the more than 1,000
Authorized RCA Distributors worldwide. For more information on RCA VOMs, request the new full -line 1Q1218F
catalog from RCA Electronic Instruments Headquarters,
Harrison, N.J. 07029.

Electronic
Instruments
'Optional Price
.

.

.

for more details circle 134 on Reader Service Card
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This year, 3 tubes get you

what 5 tubes used to get you.
It's the biggest award program GTE
Sylvania has ever had. The most flexible one, too.
It's so simple. Buy Sylvania receiving
tubes and get Award Tickets.
Once you've got your Award Tickets,
here's how to redeem them: On-the -spot,

from many participating distributors.
Or, accumulate them up to any value
for any prize in our catalog.
You'll find awards for every taste. For
golf or fishing or hunt-

ing. Or cooking or
housekeeping, too.

>

Over the years,

you've bought hundreds of millions of tubes
from us.
Now, we'd like to do a lit-

tle extra for you.

If you don't have all details on the
1973 Dealer Award Program, talk to
your GTE Sylvania distributor.

SYLVANIA
Sylvania Electronic Components, 100 First Avenue, Waltham, Mass. 02154.
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NEW AND NOTEWORTHY
For additional information on products described in this section, circle
the numbers on Reader Service Card. Requests will be handled promptly.

FOR MORE
NEW PRODUCTS
SEE PAGE 53

CD -4 DISC DEMODULATOR 700
Increases the versatility of existing stereo equipment

A DC -4 disc demodulator is designed to reproduce discrete
four -channel sound from all CD -4 discrete records. The unit can
reportedly be connected between a stereo turntable and a four
channel amplifier or receiver, demodulating the signal into four
distinct channels. Sophisticated circuits employing both FET's and
IC's are used with sound separation indicated on the front panel by
a large, illuminated panel meter. Included is a test record to adjust
the unit for maximum separation by a pair of left and right
separation controls located on the front panel. There is also a
three -position function switch to allow a choice between 2 -channel,
4 -channel auto and direct. The unit reportedly has a signal-to-noise
ratio to more than 70dB and a frequency response of 20Hz to
15kHz. U.S. Pioneer Electronics Corp.

TELEPHONE ANSWERING/RECORDING SYSTEM 701
Includes most -wanted features at a moderate price

The Tele-Tender Model K229 telephone answering and
recording machine is reportedly designed to offer a range
of the most wanted features found in machines priced
considerably higher. The unit automatically answers
your phone and records message on cassette tape. With a
flick of the monitoring switch, you can listen to the call
through the built-in speaker and decide whether to take the
call or have the message recorded. By using the plug-in
microphone you can record your outgoing message on the
cartridge. In seconds you can dictate a new message as
often as you like. The unit also has the capability to record
all telephone conversations or use independently as a
dictating machine or tape recorder. The unit operates on
ac power and measures approximately 10 by 12 by 2 in.
Accurate Merchandising Inc.

MATV BROADBAND

INDOOR AMPLIFIER 702
For MATV installations
served by CATV

The Model DA -1V -75P indoor solid-state 7511
broadband amplifier has been redesigned to meet
required CATV bandwidths. The unit reportedly
covers a frequency range from 54MHz to
270MHz and therefore includes VHF, mid -band
and super -band channels. The amplifier is ideally
suited for use in master TV installations served by cable TV. The signal input capability
is reportedly 27dB my for 21 channel service at -57dB cross modulation. Minimum gain of the single output amplifier
over the entire useful range of frequencies is said to be 9.5dB, with typical figures of 11.5dB in production units. The
extended bandwidth of the amplifier reportedly provides usable gain at 300MHz, thus offering excellent color
and B/W signals throughout the useful CATV spectrum. The unit may be mounted on a flat surface indoors
and
slots in the base flange accept a wide variety of mounting hardware. Blonder -Tongue Laboratories, Inc.
22
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Best selling vans

for 13 straight
years...

because
of better ideas
like these
Swinging or sliding doors-

same price. Choose to suit your

needs: The hinged side doors
pictured at top. Or a sliding door

with unique three point track
system, shown in the lower illustration. Ford offers both.

Short outside, big
inside. Even the
SuperVan is
substantially
shorter than comparable vans. So

parking and maneuvering are
easy. Yet inside you have over
10 ft. of clear loadspace. And it
can carry over two tons.
_

-

-

Walk-thru parcel
vans. Newest
Econolines, they
offer your choice
of 10- or 12 -ft. body.
You can step from the

driver's seat into the 6 ft. high
cargo area. And huge 66" x 60"
rear doors make loading easy.

Twin -I -Beam handling ease.
Only Ford has
it. Two big front
coil springs
for smoothness

combine with two forged front
axles for ruggedness. You get
good stability in crosswinds. too.

Out -front servicing.
It's a big time-saver.
Raise the mini -hood and
your routine service
points are right at hand
-water, oil, battery,
voltage regulator,
and lots more.

Complete choice of built-ins.
Any Econoline
can be ordered
with your choice
of optional builtins: racks, bins,
cabinets, baskets. They fit into

Econolines well because the

FORD
ECONOLINE
VANS

body -sides are nearly vertical.
Like more information on vans?

FORD DIVISION

dined

Just ask your Ford Dealer.
A better idea for safety: Buckle up.

... for more details circle 114 on Reader Service Card
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When the
big-name
companies
fail you,
It happens. Boy, does it ever happen.
Well, next time call Workman. Off -the -shelf
delivery has been our stock in trade for years.
And our new WEP semiconductor line is
going to carry on the tradition. It's got a few other
things going for it too:
The packaging does a lot of work for you
cross-referenced to all major lines right on the
face of the card. The back of the card has basing
.01.1L.

b.

N.. $1.30-

uN Lies fart
MEP 53027

T er

WEP 53027

SYLVANIA

K6187

112

MOTOROLA

TR56

HEP 53011,
S3028, S3029,
3030

MALLORY

arwrIS

erOarle

P1.111
PNP
MEDIUM POWER

SILICON TRANSISTOR

WORKMAN
Job
...... I Pr Ork r
01111111110Or

AUDIO POWER AMPLIFIER
Chometorimie
Symbols Noting
Col I actor -Roo Volts..
II VC MO
ColloeNN-Exe1t1o. V.1... SVC E0
ENONOe1104. VINNo
BYESO
Colloorm Comm,
IC
Total DioolpotIoo
Somll-Mrool C.N.14 II roli,
re
Cowpony Gain (loots)

hi.

V.I.

35

1/41,

4

V44

1.5

Am,*

$
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mail.
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MI.

110 Typlosl

Complete cress reference of ell
WEP devices oath JEDC end
imovfockwers embers,

24 I

UM.

35

Packaging on
Workman's WEP Semiconductors tells you all
you need to knowcross referencing,
specs, basing diagram,
symbol and ratings.

come to
the Solid
State of
Workman.
diagram and full specifications with symbol
and ratings.
About 200 WEP numbers offer one -for -one
replacement against competitive lines and our
complete cross referencing enables them to replace
up to 1000 numbers in other lines.
The whole line is fully warranteed and we've
designed it to make life as easy as possible for you.
Which is a pretty good reason for not waiting
for someone else to flop before you call us.
After all, things are complicated enough
today.

Workman.
Your first second resource
for replacement components.
Workman Electronic Products, Inc. Box 3828, Sarasota, Florida 33578 A subsidiary

of IPM Technology, Inc.

... for more details circle 143 on Reader Service Card
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An Extraordinary Offer
to introduce you to the benefits of Membership in

ELECTRONICS BOOK CLUB
for a limited time only
you can obtain

ANY3

OF
T

"

UNIQUE
BOOKS

yours for only
... with Trial

(Combined List Price $37.85)
May we send you your choice of
any three books on the facing
page as part of an unusual offer of a

.

Club ?

Yes,

Here are quality hardbound vol-

mind.

Whatever your interest in electronics-radio and TV servicing, audio and
hi-fi, industrial electronics, communications, engineering-you will find
that Electronics Book Club will help
you.

With the Club providing you with
top quality books, you may broaden
your knowledge and skills to build
your income and increase your understanding of electronics, too.
How You Profit From Club Membership

This special offer is just a sample of

the help and generous savings the

Club offers you. For here is a Club devoted exclusively to seeking out only

those titles of direct interest to you.
Membership in the Club offers you

several advantages.

I. Charter Bonus: Take any three of

the books shown (combined values up
to $37.85) for only 99c' each with your
Trial Membership.
2. Guaranteed Savings: The Club

guarantees to save you 15% to 75%
on all books offered.
3. Continuing Bonus: If you continue

after this trial Membership, you will
earn a Dividend Certificate for every
book you purchase. Three Certificates,
plus payment of the nominal sum of
$1.99, will entitle you to a valuable
Book Dividend which you may choose
from a special list provided members.
4. Wide Selection: Members are annually offered over 50 authoritative
books on all phases of electronics.
5. Bonus Books: If you continue in
the Club after fulfilling your Trial
Membership, you will receive a Bonus
Dividend Certificate with each addi-

promptly, for we've reserved only a

SPECIAL FREE BONUS

Trial Membership in Electronics Book
umes, each especially designed to help
you increase your know-how, earning
power, and enjoyment of electronics.
These handsome, hardbound books
are indicative of the many other fine
offerings made to Members ... important books to read and keep . . . volumes with your specialized interests in

Club Membership

.

.

limited number of books for new Members.

if you act now !

if you fill in and mail the membership ap-

plication card today, you'll also get this Bonus
Book, FREE!

TV TROUBLESHOOTER'S HANDBOOK
Revised Second Edition
completely updated quick -reference source
for solutions to hundreds of tough -dog troubles.
A

Regular List Price $7.95

tional Club Selection you purchase
For the small charge of only $1.99,
plus three (3) Certificates, you may
select a book of your choice from a
special list of quality books periodically sent to Members.
6.

Prevents You From Missing New

Books: The Club's FREE monthly

News gives you advance notice of important new books . . . books vital to
your continued advancement.
This extraordinary offer is intended
to prove to you, through your own ex-

perience, that these very real advantages can be yours . . . that it is pos-

sible to keep up with the literature

published in your areas of interest ...
and to save substantially while so doing.

How the Club Works

Forthcoming selections are described

the FREE monthly Club News.
about, and to own if you desire, significant new books. You choose only
the main or alternate selection you
want (or advise if you wish no book
in

Thus, you are among the first to know

at all) by means of a handy form and
return envelope enclosed with the
News. As part of your Trial Membership, you need purchase as few as four
books during the coming 12 months.
You would probably buy at least this
many anyway . . . without the substantial savings offered through Club
Membership.

Limited Time Offer!

Here, then, is an interesting opportunity to enroll on a trial basis . . . to
prove to yourself, in a short time, the
advantages of belonging to Electronics Book Club. We urge you, if this

unique offer

is appealing,

to

To start your Membership on these

attractive terms, simply fill out and

mail the postage -paid airmail card today. You will receive the three books
of your choice for 10 -day inspection.

SEND NO MONEY! If you are not
delighted, return them within 10 days
and your Trial Membership will be
cancelled without cost or obligation.
Electronics Book Club, Blue Ridge
Summit, Pa. 17214.

0

Typical Savings Offered Club
Members on Recent Selections
Simplified TY Trouble Diagnosis

List Price $8.95; Club Price $5.95

Servicing the New Modular Color TV

Receivers (Two Giant Volumes)
List Price $15.95; Club Price $7.95
Citizens Band Radio Service Manual
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
4 -Channel Stereo-From Source to Sound
List Price $6.95; Club Price $3.95
Complete Minibike Handbook
List Price $8.95; Club Price $5.95

125 Typical Electronic Circuits Analyzed

& Repaired
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Understanding & Using the Oscilloscope
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Introduction to Medical Electronics
List Price $9.95; Club Price $6.95
Handbook of IC Circuit Projects
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Passive Equalizer Design Data
List Price $19.95; Club Price $12.95
Basic Audio Systems
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Elements of Tape Recorder Circuits
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95

How to Repair Music Instrument

Amplifiers
List Price $8.95; Club Price $5.95

How to Repair Small Gas Engines

List Price $8.95; Club Price $4.95
Hi-Fi Stereo/Quad Principles & Projects
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Refrigeration
List Price 57.95; Club Price $3.95
Using Electronic Testers for Automotive
Tune -Up

List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Kwik-Fix TY Service Manual
List Price $8.95; Club Price $5.95
Basic Electronics Course
List Price $8.95; Club Price $5.95
Marine Electronics Handbook
List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95
Pictorial Guide to Tape Recorder
Repairs

List Price $7.95; Club Price $4.95

act

SEND NO MONEY! Simply fill in and mail postage -paid Airmail card today!
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How to Use Color TV
Test Instruments
-pportuni

Ilya

TEST

r

UMENTS
NSTR%

approach

mon-sense

to using the right inthereby
getting the most out
of your investment in test gear.
You'll improve your ability to use an
struments.

alignment

TV Analyst

guide to the servicing of transistor radio, television, tape,

color bar generator.
vectorscope.
generators,
and

square -wave

sine,

generators. The author also has included a description of his "curve
tracer." With this simple scope at-

tachment, you can rapidly assess the
condition of diodes, transistorseven les-in or out of the circuit.
256 pps., over 230 illus. Hardbound.

'

high-fidelity
equipment, with emand

up-to-date
modern,
designed
equipment
specifically to nave

you time and money.
You'll quickly grasp
comthe author's

oscilloscope,

Here is a systematic

ty to chi., whatever
gaps there are in
Your ability to use

phasis

trouble
Chapters

speedy

on

diagnosis.
describe
and
semiconductors

erating
principles,
and
characteristics,
circuitry. The author has fully covered how transistors are connected in a circuit,

how transistors are tested, and fault
diagnosis. A separate chapter is de-

voted to the portable transistor receiver, with a step-by-step description of operation and repair. Alignment and fault-finding details Are
A

discussed.

final

chapter

gives practical advice on making re-

pairs. 160 pps, 6 a 9", 78 illus., 6
troubleshooting charts. Hardbound.

List Price $7.95 Order No. 577

List Price $7.95 Order No. 294

Basic Electronics Problems

Handbook of Semiconductor
Circuits

Solved
Here are

ples

exam ales on how to

there are numerous example problems fur you to solve; answers to

these are included in one Appendix.
and worked out solutions in another.
Covers DC circuits, AC circuits.
powers of ten, semiconductors, power
supplies, and receiver circuits. A final chapter shows how to use a slide
rule to speed calculations. 192 pps.,

of

Practicality.

A

philosophy

is included with each group
of circuits. thereby providing a basis
for understanding circuits other than

those selected as examples. This is
collection of practical circuits
a

which have wide application. Each
circuit description includes data concerning any llll ique design or operational data. Hundreds of illustrations

Electronics Data Handbook:
New 2nd Edition

Modern Radio Repair
Techniques

data

haialliook

This brand-new, completely updated and
greatly enlarged editry
tion of an
classic now saves you
even more time in
quickly finding the
electronics

data

data on all types of

modern radio receivers, including AM.
auto
stereo.
FM.
and multiband
plus complete 36 foldout schepage
matics for 12 popular brand -name sets.
Reveals many simple

Opole Teakeskm

*a.m.

.

need! Now 509' larger

to use a formula. Here is an all -in one reference to the data for DC and
AC circuits, vacuum tubes,. transis-

tors, antennas and transmission lines.
measurements, and all the conversion
equivalents
abbreviations,
factors,

and mathematical data for electronics. 256 pos. Hundreds of tables.
charts. illustrations and formula,
Hardbound.

List Price $7.95 Order No. 118

104 Simple One -Tube Projects
A collection of useful, easy -to -build construction projects for
experimenters, hams, and
hobbyists. Now you
idle
those
can put
tubes and compo-

technicians,

nents to work with

this vast, one -of -its
kind assortment of
unique electronic circuits. Included in
this convenient selec-

tion are test instruments, ham gadgets, receivers, power supplies. DX
aids, wireless mikes. tube rejuvenators. electronic games, eavesdroppers.
stereo and hi -fl devices, and literally
dozens more. None use more than
one tube! Few will cost more than
$5. Astute technicians and hobbyists will find many gadgets adaptable
to specific needs. 192 pps. Davibound.

List Price $6.95

Order No. 486

service

Up-to-date
Male, Radio

you

than the earlier
edition, it includes
just about any formuwant-plus
la YOU
numerous worked out
tables and charts which give you direct answers so you don't even have

.

easily

serve

.

side

or

main

line of business. Material is presented so that seasoned technicians can
gain from the numerous troubleshooting tips, and beginners. with a

few hours study, can begin to turn
out profitable work in a short time.
Includes shortcut methods of trouble-

shooting, plus general test techniques. Covers receiver circuits and
fundamentals of circuit operation.
260 pus.. 170 ill ts. Hardbound.

List Price $7.95

Order No. 580

Circuit Consultant's Casebook
A practical guide of
value to anyone inrrcuit
,

Consultant's I
Casebook

.

to

connection you have
with electronics. This
dictionary of electronics defines most
all of the electronic
terms you will run
across in your every-

ful reference for the
experienced. Author
Stan Prentiss covers
everything you need

List Price $9.95 Order No. 601

List Price $9.95 Order No. 288

This truly unique
photo -text guidebook
by Forest H. Belt

was created to help
YOU
find and cure
TV troubles of all

kinds - through

interpretation of scope waveforms. The over 250
large waveform phoproper

particles

tos have been collected through in-

zoom lens
defines the

circuit

tensive study of TV

breakdowns. Scope settings
in the text tell you how to make
each waveform riewable. Shows what

List Prime $8.95 Order No. 300

List Price 57.95 * Order No. 616

bound.

Japanese Monochrome TV
Service Manual
This brand-new, all-

JAPANE

grams. Hardbound.

Installing & Servicing
Electronic Protective Systems

I lere's everything you
freed to know
to

schematic-sermanual con-

in-onehSP

break into this challenging field! Covers
the installation and
servicing of virtually
every electronic fire
and theft security
system, tells how to

vk
tains
all the data You

need to repair virtoally every Hitachi.
Panasonic, and Sharp
black -and -white mod-

el sold in the U.S.
Canada

and

estimate costs, and
contains
data on
how to build your

during

the past three 3,1ir,

(1969-71). In this

the compact volume,
you have all the basic information needed to service 75
specific models. Included are fullsize schematic diagrams. PC board
layout drawings and photos, adjustment and alignment instructions.

and parts lists. The foldout section

has 24 full-size schematic diagrams.
The text provides service information
on 47 additional chassis similar to
those shown in the foldout section.
11"
212 pp,., 844"

List Price $7.95 Order No. 602

Jack Darr's Service Clinic No. 2

Here's more of the
Darr wisdom
(and wit!) in book
form-a valuable collection of timely service hints and trouble solutions covering
and
monocolor
chrome TV, radio,
Jack

aRVICE CUNIC

`,

not readily achieved by standard circuit. In certain cases a simple modification to a standard circuit configuration is shown to be sufficient;
in others a novel approach is given.
224 pps.. 114 illus. Hardbound.

My. io IntooptO
Tr Waveform,

420 pps., 487 illustrations. Hard-

breadboard
actual
performance. Written
for the circuit de-

ways of meeting specific requirements

one

normal waveforms should look like
and also what happens under various
component fault conditions. In each
case the author explains the abnormality in the waveform and
points
out the component causing
the trouble. 256 pps., 250 waveform photos and 20 schematic dia-

NUM

actual examples. Part 2 deals with

.

terms you need and use most often.
including those found in radio. TV.
communications, radar, electronic instrumentation, broadcasting. industrial electronics, etc. It provides full.
complete and easily -understandable
exphtnations of thousands of specific
electronics terms (such as transistors,
acoustic feedback, alpha particles.
beat oscillator. final anode, electrostatic lens, nonlinear resistance. etc.)

circuitin any phase
dttsetryn work
ofvcled

signer who encounters difficulties either
in conceiving a suitsaable circuit configuration to meet a re specification
attired
or in obtaining optimum performance from a newly designed circuit.
Part I is devoted to basic design
problems, and includes a wealth of

.

.

in

receivers

420 -page
GIANT
Includes brand-new circuits
using transistors and IC's. Thoroughly explains TV signals, broadcasting,
color, how circuits operate (including monochrome circuits) , antenna
systems, alignment techniques, troubleshooting tips, CATV systems,
and foreign TV, with details on PAL
and SELAM systems. Includes study
questions and answers. 420 pps..
over 300 illus., 24 TV trouble
pictures in full color. Hardbound.
volume.

day reading ... from
alpha
through

a

How to Interpret TV Waveforms

volume
extremely
useful in whatever

1

11111L.

.

stones

almost any kind of circuit you might
want to build. 416 pps., 19 big sections. over 600 illus. 8'/s " x 11".
List Prime $17.95 Order No. T-101

.

shortcuts to making
radio repair a profitable

stepping

as

standard

List Price $7.95 Order No. 530

eicarint,

both
gathering of proved circuits
basic and advanced designs that can

serves as

vital text for the
beginner, and a use-

You'll find this huge

circuits included were
selected on the basis
of application and
design

your

at

fingertips. this carefully planned reference source of tried and tested circuits. Selected on the basis of their
usefulness, this detailed compilation
of practical design data is the answer to the need for an organized

The broad range of

section

have,

Now you

Dictionary of Electronics

and diagrams. 448 pps.. 6" x 9".
Hardbound.
List Price $8.95 Order No. G.30

over 100 illus. Hardbound.

can

oscillators,
plifiers,
logic and switching
circuits, power supvarious
and
plies
circuits.
nonlinear

actual

work out problems. Then, to firmly
fix the information in your mind,

to know about TV

plication.

tional data for am-

point, but also promany

the basis of originality and practical ap-

& W)

of functions, selected
from thousands on

circuits.
transistor
complete with opera-

content not only presents a detailed exof each
planation
vides

This complete, easy to -follow course on
color TV receiver
basics (including 13

Contains 124 exam-

step-

easy

solutions to
many basic electronics
Problems in a convenient one -stop source
with both
dealing
solid-state and tube The
type circuits.
by-step

Handbook
s,,,s Fourth Edition
-A brand-new. en'steed edition of the
ever popular circuit
designer a
"cookbook," now containing over 600 proven
circuits, for all types

transistors, their op-

amply

Basic Color Television Course

Electronic Circuit Design

Servicing Transistor Equipment

phonos, recorders. CB gear, etc.
Discusses the "engineering" servicing
.Ipproarli, efficiency.
stereo.

10M111

rod Ism
timcian may condition
his thinking to produce more in a
given time period Like the first vol-

ume, the content was selected on the
of usefulness to the average
technician, covering a wide range of
electronics devices. Each of the
chapters covers a general category of
interest, and in each the subject matter is arranged in logical order to
enable you to find what you need
basis

1

quickly. Provides a wealth of information. 176 pps., numerous
Hardbound.

List Price $7.95

Order No. 566

AN EXTRAORDINARY
... for more details ci'cle 103 on Reader Service Card

business.

Over 160

photos and illustrai winding complete schematic
diagrams of many protective devices.
tions,

Discusses
sensing
and
detecting
methods, then covers specific typeeelectromechanical, photoelectric, ultrasonic, microwave, proximity, audio
and visual, seismic, vibration and

stress intrusion systems, night viewing devices, vehicular. etc. Federal
Crime Insurance regulations, glossary,

and list of manufacturers and suppliers. 256 pps. Hardbound.

List Price $7.95 Order No. 605

Solid -State Circuit
Troubleshooting Guide
Here's a brand-new
approach to under-

standing and trouble-

shooting all types of

circuits.
solid-state
This unique book
various
discusses
of solid-state
dpes
evices - diodes.
transistors, field effect transistors, integrated devices, and
silicon
controlled

rectiflers-w"h

em-

phasis on how these devices work in
circuits you're most likely to encounter, and how to pinpoint a
faulty component in minutes. The
book is loaded with schematic di-

agrams of typical circuits and practical suggestions on how to troubleshoot and repair them. Many "service thinking" charts are included.
224 pps., over 150 illus. Hardbound.

List Price $7.95 Order No. 607

;1 lb ID ID

Capture the

TRUE COLOR...

411116

MODEL F -89-C

NHFUHF-FNI

FOR: Extremely weak VHF signal areas
Extremely weak UHF signal areas.

54 Elements VHF -UHF -FM
List Price: $102.95
CX-F-89-C (75 OHM) List Price: $109.20

MODEL F -88-C
-

-

FOR: Very weak VHF signal areas.
Extremely weak UHF signal areas.

11-

47 Elements VHF -UHF -FM
List Price: $79.95
CX-F-88-C (75 OHM) List Price: $86.20

4011

MODEL F -86-C
FOR: Moderate VHF signal areas.
Weak UHF signal areas.

27 Elements VHF -UHF -FM
List Price: $46.95
CX-F-86-C (75 OHM) List Price: $53.20

MODEL F -87-C
Designed for: Weak VHF signal areas.
Very weak UHF signal areas.

MODEL F -85-C
FOR: Moderate VHF signal areas.
Moderate UHF signal areas.

33 Elements VHF -UHF -FM List Price: $59.95

21 Elements VHF -UHF -FM

MODEL CX-F-87-C (75 OHM) List Price: $66.20

List Price: $39.95
CX-F-85-C (75 OHM) List Price: $46.20

All VHF -UHF -FM models complete with behind -the -set Signal Splitter.

FINCO'80 Series

with a new

COLOR SPECTRUM TV ANTENNA
NHF-F/1/1

MODEL F -84-V
FOR: Extremely weak signal areas.

34 Elements VHF -FM
List Price: $89.95
CX-F-84-V (75 OHM) List Price: $98.30
FOR: Very weak signal areas.

28 Elements VHF -FM
List Price: $72.95
CX-F-83-V (75 OHM) List Price: $81.30

MODEL F -81-V
FOR: Moderate signal areas.

MODEL F -82-V

14 Elements VHF -FM
List Price: $35.95
CX-F-81-V (75 OHM) List Price: $44.30

Designed for: Weak signal areas.

20 Elements VHF -FM List Price: $49.95
MODEL CX-F-82-V (75 OHM) List Price: $58.30

THE FINNEY COMPANY

Write for Catalog No. 20-658, Dept. No. ETD 10-73

34 WEST INTERSTATE STREET,
BEDFORD, OHIO 44146 /12161 232-6161

... for more details circle 110 on Reader Service Card
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TEKLAB REPORT

Sylvania's Modular
E05 Color -TV Chassis
Part II-A new three-part color
level monitoring circuit corrects most problems caused
by signal changes
by Joseph Zauhar

The Sylvania Color -TV ly grouped on three sepa- chroma and burst signal is color difference signal
Model CX3178, received rate plug-in modules. The maintained by feeding the -(R-Y) and -(B-Y ).
for our evaluation, came individual transistors and differential ACC voltage, Perma-Tint Circuit
with the GT-Matic Color integrated circuits also obtained at pins 15 and 16
The Perma-Tint action
Tuning System and is al- plug-in, allowing two-way and developed in the inis
accomplished
by switchtegrated
-circuit
IC606
synyou
If
most completely automat- serviceability.
ON
diode
SC670
(Fig.
ing
chronous
burst
amplitude
should
decide
to
service
ic, eliminating many of
the controls as customer the chassis, a review of the detectors, to pins 1 and 14 2), bringing its cathode to
switch
adjustments. The only circuits could prove to be of IC604. This action ground through
SW606
and
in
effect
addgives
the
APC
detector
of
customer controls left on helpful using the August
reactive
components
ing
IC606
a
constant
amplithe front control panel is TEKFAX Schematic No.
tude burst signal for the -capacitor C676 and rethe ON/OFF VOLUME and 1484 as a reference.
3.58MHz CW oscillator sistor R670-to the CW
CHANNEL SELECTION. The
Automatic
Color
-Level
circuit-IC602, pin 7.
phase control.
COLOR INTENSITY, TINT,
CONTRAST

and

BRIGHT-

NESS controls are preset
at the factory, but can be
readjusted for
preference if

personal
desired.

Three automatic control
circuits are combined to
create an automatic color level control system.
Last month we covered

a number of cabinet and
chassis features which we
felt simplify any required

servicing of this TV set.
We also reviewed the Tun-

er and Video IF System,
Noise Protection System,
AFC and 31.5kHz Clock
Circuits, plus the Count
Down Integrated Circuit

Control System

The Automatic Color Level control system consists of three automatic
control circuits which
function as follows: the

Burst Detector for chroma
ACC (Fig. 1, Block A/C);
the Average Color Level
Detector for controlling
changes in
maintaining

scenes and
large vivid

color areas (Fig. 1, Block

B); and the

Threshold

Detector for maintaining
the peak color level. The
system regulates the color
signal and compensates
for the variations normal-

ly found in color signal

and the Brightness Limiting Circuits employed in
this color -TV chassis.
The circuits employed

transmission, such as the
overall chroma variation
and the chroma-to-burst

on this chassis are logical -

the

ratio change.

The amplitude of

Chroma-Demodulator

Circuit
The

-( R -Y ) -signal

The addition of these
phase shift and amplitude
components
changing

spread the demodulation

and - (B- Y) -signal are

axis from 90° to about

recovered by a pair of synchronous detectors operat-

1200.

ing on the R-Y and B-Y
axis in IC602 and by internal matrixing of the sig-

When diode SC670 conducts, capacitor C676 and
resistor R670 are in effect
brought to ground, increas-

nal in the IC we produce
the -( G -Y )-signal.
A phase -lag network
(Fig. 2) corrects the CW
signal obtained from pin
2 of IC606 and an additional phase network be-

ing the lag in the B-Y

IC602 to produce an addi-

This

chroma signal are then fed

phase to shift to the leading side and the B-Y CW
signal to shift to the lag -

CW signal phase. When
C676, R670 and capacitor C650 are paralleled,
the reactive loading reflected to terminal pin 6
increases as capacitance

tween pins 6 and 7 of loading to pin 7 occurs.
additional

loading

tional delay to the CW makes pin 6 of IC602 see
signal applied to pin 7. an inductive increase,
The delayed CW and causing the R-Y CW
to a pair of synchronous
detectors to recover the
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ging side, causing the demodulation angle to be increased when Perma-Tint
action takes place.
3.58MHz CW Oscillator

signal is generated by the

matic No. 1484). This

pulse at pin 4 of IC606.

positive -feedback
from integrated

signal
circuit

network consists of crystal
XT600 and capacitor

Turning OFF the oscillator

10606, pins 7 and 8, applied to pin 6 through the

C694. Capacitor C692 is
a phase shifting network.

feedback

Signal phase shift between

network

(see

August TEKFAX Sae -

The 3.58MIii oscillator

pin 6 and pin 7 in the

signal during flyback removes the CW signal and
the possibility of burst demodulation, eliminating the
color bar on the left side of

feedback circuit should be
zero to sustain frequency.
Differential voltage de-

the screen. Resistor R684
and capacitors C689,
C688 and C686 form the
integrator network that
shapes the leading edge of
the pulse to coincide with
burst time.

veloped by the APC detector determines the CW
signal amplitude at pin 7

and pin 8. The phase of
the CW signal at pin 7 is

C664
3.58

L666

DELAYED
SIGNAL
PIN
6

LEAD

CW PHASE

=

R670

PERMATINT

FROM 10606

SC670

PIN 2
B -Y

I/

DEMODULATOR
AXIS

in turn the feedback network phase shift of this

cuit consists of a PREFER-

frequency

ENCE LEVEL control R632,

the APC voltage. The

a bias network and resistors R628, R630 from the

The color control cir-

cancels the
phase shift introduced by

(C708

-B-Y

APC voltage. The oscillator changes frequency and

pin 7 introduced by the

C650

PIN 2

cated at the top rear edge
of the cabinet, is factory
preset, although it may be
adjusted by a technician
for the customer's personal preference if desired.

shift of the CW signal at

C666

CW INPUT
FROM 10606

Color -Control Circuit
The COLOR control, lo-

determined by the relative
amplitude of the CW signal at pin 7 to the CW signal at pin 6 and the phase

LAG

C709

APC voltage initially con-

24v source to ground,
which adjust the threshold
of transistor Q604, setting
its conduction level. Tran-

trols the frequency and
SW606
+24V PERMATINT
ON

then the phase of the CW
Signal.

sistor Q606 is in an emit-

CW-Blanking Circuit
Fig. 2-A simplified block diagram of the Chroma Demodulator and

ter -follower configuration.
As the forward bias of
transistor Q604 is increased, because of an in -

The 3.58 oscillator sig-

nal is blanked by an in-

Perma-Tint circuits. Courtesy of GTE Sylvania Inc.

tegrated positive flyback
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AUTO COLOR DETECTOR
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CHROLIAj.

AMPLIFIER
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1

-
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9608
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I
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O

-
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4
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H
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7
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VOLTAGt
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A
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-
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I
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Fig. 1-Block diagram of the Automatic Color Level Control system employed in Sylvania's E05 Color -TV chassis. Courtesy of GTE Sylvania Inc.
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voltage divider

voltage at pin 10 of 10604

sistance

and stored in capacitor

will range from approximately 3v to 20v, provid-

that controls the differential gain in amplifier tran-

C608, increasing the voltage at the emitter of Q606

maximum to no color.

tegrated

Tint -Control Circuit

duces a differential voltage

crease in chroma signal,
the voltage is developed

ing a color range from sistors Q2 and Q3 in in-

and reducing the gain of
the chroma amplifier in

The Perma-Tint circuit
reduces flesh -tone variations from scene to scene.

10604. A low chroma sig-

nal at the base of Q604
will decrease its forward
bias and capacitor C608

circuit

10606.

The control setting intro-

at the bases of Q2 and
Q3, which controls the

relative amplitude of the
oscillator signal at pins 2
and 3 of 10606.
Both amplifier collectors have the same signal
phase, but the amplitudes
are different. When the
CW signals are matrixed
at pin 2 of 10606, a de -

The ON/OFF switch for
will not be able to store the Perma-Tint circuit is
the charge, reducing the found in the lock -away
voltage at the emitter of control center at the top
Q606, which in turn will rear edge of the cabinet.
The TINT control (Fig.
increase the gain of the
3),
R690, is the variable
chroma amplifier, increasing the chroma signal. The resistor in a parallel re].V0 -

E0

10606

The horizontal -output transfcrmer, high -voltage tripler, horizontal -output
regulator transistor and capacitor are all mounted on
transistor, B
the main chassis.

Fig. 3-Simplified schematic of the Tint Control circuit.
Courtesy of GTE Sylvania Inc.

The Automatic Color -Level Control circuits are all located on the chroma
panel, simplifying troubleshooting of the circuits.

The deflection panel is one of the three used with plug-in features,
and it can be s:rviced by module replacement or conventional methods.
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After the rear cover is removed, the underside of the chassis is completely exposed
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layed signal phase is produced by a network con-

sisting of coil L680 and
capacitors
C684
and
C682. This delayed signal

is added to the non -delayed signal on pin 2, resulting in a phase shifted
3.58MHz CW signal. The
TINT

control setting deter-

mines the resultant 3.58
CW phase to the demodulator IC602.
Horizontal -Sweep
System

The horizontal output
transformer, T400; high voltage tripler; horizontal -

output transistor, 0406;
B+ regulator transistor,
Q412; and capacitor C508
are all mounted on the
main chassis.

coils, and the picture -tube
beam moves from the cen-

ter to the right. When the
forward bias pulse to transistor Q406 is turned OFF,
its

base goes

negative,

helped by discharging capacitor C436 through resistor R450. The magnetic
field in transformer T400

drive pulse, is square wave

field produces a rapid rise
in voltage across capacitor

Capacitor C436 charges

transistor Q406 flows
through resistor R450.
This charged capacitor

serves as a power source
at TURN-OFF time of transistor Q406 to aid in gen-

erating a negative base
current to speed up the
TURN-OFF

time of the

transistor.
When the base of Q406

is forward biased by the
transformer coupled pulse,
it is saturated (i.e., the
collector is effectively at
ground potential) and the
current increases through

the primary winding in
T400 and the horizontal
deflection coils.
The coils' reactance opposes the current increase,

producing a linear magnetic field in the yoke
34 I

High -Voltage Limiter

to form an overvoltage

ing, all the energy stored
in the yoke and transformer T400 is transferred to
capacitor C442. This capacitor forms a parallelresonant circuit with the

protection circuit.

horizontal yoke and the

ing rise in the 120v dc line

gins to

transfer energy

back to the yoke. During
verses direction, moving
the picture -tube beam

from the right to the left
side of the screen.

transformer action couples

when the base current of

SCREEN Con-

trols and resistor R490.

0406 is now non -conduct-

yoke current rapidly re-

tor, 0406.

R488, the

C442, diode SC450 and
transistor 0406. Since

the horizontal -driver tran-

horizontal output transis-

resistor/diode
network
(resistor R358, diode

driver transistor, Q404,
along with zener diode
SC435 and resistors R444,
R442 and capacitor C432

this half cycle of resonance,

the pulse energy to the

across a resistance network consisting of resistor

Diode SC402 (Q402)
is connected to the base
collapses. This collapsing circuit of the horizontal -

in nature and coupled to
sistor, Q404, for switching it ON. Current flows
through T440, the driver
transformer winding, and

transistors slightly above
the turn oN point with the

and the yoke coils now

The divider (pin 2 of primary of T400, and be-

IC300), the horizontal -

for charging it to the peak
collector voltage on Q406.
This voltage is applied

Damper -Current and
Boost Circuit
When all the energy
is

Should regulator transistor Q412 short or regulator -driver
transistors

the cathode of SC450
starts to go less than

ground potential. It then

conducts and clamps a
constant

voltage

across

the yoke and transformer
T400, causing a linear de-

cay in the magnitude of
the yoke current sweeping
the picture -tube beam
from the left to the center
of the raster. At this time,
Q406 again starts to conduct and the cycle repeats
itself.

Boost diode SC445 is
turned ON by the high -

voltage pulses developed
by the collapsing fields of

the horizontal yoke and
transformer T400-during transistor Q406 TURNOFF time, applying the

pulse to capacitor C440
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SC355). Idle current stabilization is established by

resistors R364 and R366
in the output circuits.
The configuration of
Transistors Q306 and

Q310 provides a high gain, high -current PNP
equivalent with a beta

product of both transistors
of Darlington
configuration.

-a type

Summary

We were very pleased
with the color picture and

cause Q412 to produce operation of the TV set.
excessive B+, the result-

measured by SC435.
When zener SC435 conducts, the resulting voltage drop across resistor
R442 gates ON the SCR
is

(Q402). When the SCR is
fired, the horizontal drive
transistor
is
clamped

by bringing the divider network (resistors
R438 and R440) junction
OFF

to about ground potential.
This action kills the hori-

transferred from ca- zontal drive, eliminating

pacitor C442 to the yoke,

voltage drop across the

possible anode voltage.

Once SCR 0402 fires,
it stops circuit conduction,
even though the circuit
malfunction has cleared

itself. To restore sweep
and high voltage, the set
must be shut oFF to interrupt the SCR conduction.
Should the overload condition still exist, the SCR
fires, killing the horizontal
drive again.
Vertical -Sweep System

The power section is a
quasi -complementary output circuit operating in

Class AB and having extremely high impedance
and current gain. The input
and output waveforms are
essentially the same. Crossover distortion is prevented
by biasing both power

Unlike so many other TV
sets previously examined,
activating the Automatic
Tint circuitry does not

cause a wide range of
other colors to appear

flesh tone. With this set
you don't see those brass
rails or gold titles appearing in flesh tones.

A check was made on
the low -voltage regulator
circuit by dropping the ac
line voltage to 83v ac before we noted margins or

notable changes in pic-

ture quality on the screen.
The noise protection and
vertical countdown circuits provided excellent
horizontal and vertical
sync even under extreme
noise conditions.
The plugability concept
provides a serviceability

boon for the TV service
technician. He can now
service

with

complete

board substitution or plug
in individual integrated

circuits or transistors allowing two-way serviceability.

The GT-Matic system
should eliminate many of
the unnecessary service
calls that might otherwise

be required to show the
customer how to use the
manual controls for good
quality color -TV pictures.

The Orinoco Model 5L5733 is
one of eight new Admiral Super-Solarcolor
TV consoles featuring a 100 percent solid-state

A Look at the 1974

chassis. Courtesy of Admiral Corp.

TV Sets Part I
by Joseph Zauhar

In -line color picture tubes,

simplified tuning, extended
warranties and modular chassis
are playing an important role in
TV sets for the coming year
Most TV set manufacturers have already shown

their new TV sets for the coming year and they appeared to have worked toward a common goal of not
only simplified adjustments for the customer, but the
service technicians as well.

Probably the most important feature for the coming
year in many TV sets is the use of the in -line, slotted mask picture tube. It employs a toroidal deflection yoke
bonded to the outside of the tube, eliminating the need
for dynamic convergence and making the installation of
the color picture tube almost as easy as that in a B/W TV set.
We will see more one -button tuning with preset controls to simplify tuning of the TV set for the customer,
while still allowing the ability to adjust for personal
preference. One manufacturer has completely eliminated the VERTICAL HOLD as a customer control.

A new Five Point Protection Package that includes

one-year free parts and labor, five-year picture -tube
adjustment, a color -TV loaner and a toll -free "hot" line
for customers is offered by Admiral.

Channel Master is introducing a 19 -in. (measured
diagonally) screen color -TV portable with remote control.
Many Electrohome color -TV chassis employ a super -

module approach, enabling the service technician to
return the entire chassis to the company for repair, realignment and testing-then returned for field replacement.

in room lighting conditions, one -button tuning, brighter
picture tubes and a 100 percent solid-state modular
chassis.
Motorola's major effort was made in their cabinetry
line, "noise immune" remote control, higher high voltage, and negative band matrix color picture tubes.
In our Teklab report each month we will be reviewing many of these new TV sets, giving an explanation
of circuit functions-including photos and schematics
of the TV sets.
ADMIRAL

Highlighting Admiral's color -TV for 1974 is a new
Five -Point Protection Package. It reportedly includes
one-year free parts and labor on all models in its color TV line, plus a five-year picture tube adjustment warranty, a color -TV loaner program and a toll -free "hotline" for customers with service problems.
The new color -TV line of 40 models offers a broad
variety in screen size, styling and price. There are 16
portable and table models, providing a choice of six
screen sizes, from 12 -in. to 19 -in. All 24 console
models are the popular 25 -in. (measured diagonally)
picture size.

The new Modular SS1000 color -TV chassis is 100
percent solid state and is used in eight deluxe console
models. Most circuit functions are controlled by nine
color -coded modules. These modules are plug-in and the
chassis slides out for easy access and fast service.

General Electric's modular solid-state chassis has
improved One Touch Color circuitry, a new control

All but four models include the new "Color Master
V" one -button control. This system is a push bar that

arrangement and an increase in the picture -tube anode
voltage to 28.5kv.
Magnavox's new color -TV will feature Videomatic,
which automatically adjusts its own picture to changes

If the factory preset adjustments are not exactly to the
customer's liking, he can re-adust them himself.

locks in the Automatic Fine Tuning and adjusts COLOR,
TINT, BRIGHTNESS and CONTRAST to preferred settings.
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Other improvements include more extensive use of
the Super-Solarcolor black matrix picture tube and 70 -

position detent UHF tuning. All models include the
"Instant Play" feature.
Two top -of -the -line models include Instant Elec-

tronic Touch Tuning. To change channels (all VHF
channels, up to six UHF channels), the viewer simply
touches the number of the channel he wants on the set's

control panel. The change is noiseless and instantaneous, and the channel number appears as a lighted
digital read-out next to the screen.
A remote hand unit works in conjunction with this
electronic tuning system to provide better remote control capability. A unique feature of the remote unit is
the Automatic 60 -Second Silencer, a MUTE button that

kills the sound for one minute, then returns it to the
previous level. To restore the sound, the viewer presses

Channel Master's Model 6127 Color -TV portable

the MUTE button again.

Master.

Introduced are four new models in two completely
new screen sizes-three 13 -in. models and two 17 -in.
models. The TV sets will use the new SS900 Chassis,
which is 90 percent solid state, with the Super -Solar color picture tube, "Color Master V" five -in -one touch
bar tuning, and detent UHF. The SS900 chassis employs 27 transistors, 30 diodes and four integrated circuits, plus seven receiving tubes-with plug-in modules
for easy servicing.
Admiral is making a major effort in the "take -along"
B/W -TV models. The line leads off with four 9 -in. and

four 12 -in. models, offering a broad variety of cabinet
colors, styling and functional features. One 9 -in. and
one 12 -in. model come with a detachable 360° swivel
pedestal base.

Four models in the line feature a new 100 percent
solid-state chassis. This deluxe ensemble features "Instant Play"; slide controls for VOLUME, BRIGHTNESS
and CONTRAST; 70 -position "click" UHF tuner; plus a
packed -in stand.

featuring remote control. Courtesy of Channel

*Ur

chassis for dependability and ease of service. The chassis employs five plug-in modular circuit boards that per-

form separate functions. The TV set features Instachrome Auto -Color circuits which controls the COLOR,
TINT,

TINT MODIFIER, CONTRAST and BRIGHTNESS

settings and maintains their balance through varying
studio lighting conditions. Although the Instachrome
system comes preset, the control can be easily reset in
the home for changing color preference. Other features

include Automatic Fine Tuning (AFC), Automatic
Dynamic Correction Circuit, Automatic Degaussing
and Instant -On. A Chroma Grid black matrix picture
tube is used with full three-year warranty.
ELECTRO HOME

In Electrohome's color -TV line there are several 26 in. consoles, three of which highlight electronic varac-

In the large screen category, there will be three 22-

in. models-two consoles and one table model that
comes with a roll -about cart. All three models feature
"Instant Play," a slide VOLUME control and a 70 -position UHF tuner.
CHANNEL MASTER

Channel Master's new color -TV line will feature
eight new products: One 15 -in. portable; three 19 -in.
portables and four 25 -in. consoles.

The Model 6127 is a 19 -in. (measured diagonally)
screen color -TV portable with a wireless remote. It
features 100 percent solid-state integrated circuitry,
black matrix picture tube and "Auto -Color," which reportedly locks -in the COLOR, TINT and FINE tuning
when channels are changed. The independent remote
unit controls the VOLUME, ON/OFF, UHF and VHF
tuning. Combined with pre-set Auto -Color, it provides
maximum tuning ease and convenience for the viewer.
Other features include: slide controls for COLOR and
TINT, an earphone jack, attractive wood -grain finish
cabinet, an automatic brightness limiter, an automatic
GAIN control, automatic degaussing, front -mounted
speaker, side slots for easy lifting, and an eight -position
resettable UHF detent tuner.
The 25 -in. (measured diagonally) screen color -TV
consoles features the 100 percent solid-state Integrid
36
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The Palomar, a 20 -in. (measured diagonally) Color -TV set highlighting a
unique Spanish styling, is presented by Electrohome. Courtesy of Electrohome Lim;fed.

tor tuning, a remote control unit, plus a full spectrum
of furniture styles and finishes.
A new center/detent control function has been added
to the "Electromatic" chassis series which permits color
density, tint and fine tuning to be locked in automatically or each manually adjusted to the customer's prefer-

ence. An automatic brightness circuit, which adjusts
to room lighting, is another feature along with a direct
shield 7511 cable antenna connection.
The color -TV chassis employs a super -module approach and retains all of the automatic controls for
consumer ease of operation. If a difficult problem oc-

curs, the entire solid-state chassis can be removed

quickly and replaced with a new factory -aligned chassis

right in the home. The chassis is removed, then re-

turned to the company, repaired, realigned and tested,
then factory "sealed" for re -installation in the field.
There is also a wide range of color -TV styles in 20 and 22 -in. screen sizes including a Spanish style with
matching pedestal base.

The B/W TV line will include portables with 16-,

20- and 21 -in. screen sizes, plus six 23 -in. consoles. A
12 -in. solid-state unit, which operates from the battery
of a car or boat, is also available.
GENERAL ELECTRIC

General Electric's new 25 -in. (measured diagonally)
color -TV receivers will use the 25MB modular solidstate chassis, which is completely solid-state except for
the picture tube. This chassis and the preceding 25MA
chassis both employ 10 plug-in modules and a quick
service back. The new TV receiver has an improved
One Touch Color circuitry, a new control arrangement

UHF selector and to the right of the One Touch Color
AUTO button. In between the two buttons is a colored
bezel which lights up when the AUTO button is pushed
to its oN position. The slide VOLUME control is located
above the VHF selector.
The secondary controls are mounted on the panel of
a tilt -out bin assembly the same as in the MA chassis.
There is no TINT LOCK switch since this function is
automatic in the MB chassis models. An AFC slide
switch (oN-oFF) is located on the right side of the bin.
The chassis controls are like the MA chassis controls
except that the tint lock function is automatic and the
AFC switch has been added for use in the MANUAL
position. In the MANUAL position of the One Touch
Color AUTO button (light out), the control functions
are the same as the MA functions with full range COLOR

and TINT controls and no TINT LOCK (same as position
zero on MA TINT LocK switch). The new AFC switch
allows AFC to be either ON or OFF in the MANUAL position.
In the AUTOMATIC position of the AUTO button (light
oN), the COLOR and TINT controls have limited ranges
and AFC is always ON as with the MA controls. Also

the tint lock is switched in to a degree that is similar to
TINT lock switch position 1 on the MA models. The
new AFC switch is inoperative in the automatic position.

The new solid-state QA color -TV chassis are the
next generation of the JA chassis featuring One Touch
Color circuitry, 100 percent dc restoration of the video
signal, HORIZONTAL CENTERING control and increased

and an increase in the picture tube anode voltage to

high voltage. This increase of approximately 1.5kv over
the 19JA chassis is accomplished by changing the number of turns in the high -voltage transformer, increasing

28.5kv.
The primary control panel has the POWER SWITCH
button (push oN-push oFF) located underneath the

pacitor.
Slotted mask picture tubes will be used in the 10 -in.

its air gap and changing the value of a damper ca-

TO Pin 3
Hopq. TRANS.
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Y306
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Fixed resistor R319 has b3en changed to a 1K potentiometer on the
General Electric's Model MB9167DS 25 -in. (measured diagonally) console
color -TV set features a One -Touch color system. Courtesy of General

Video Low L?.vel Module and is caled a "Y" CHANNEL LEVEL control on
General Electric's 25MB co or -TV Chassis. Courtesy of General Electric
Co.

Electric Co.
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models and the Spectra-Brite IV picture tubes will be
used in the 19 -in. models. In all other respects the QA
chassis is similar to the JA chassis.
The new 10HE color -TV chassis is a continuation of
the H series of the Porta Color TV receivers. An improved picture tube requiring additional focus circuitry
will be used in the 10HE chassis. The majority of the
new models will employ a slotted -mask, striped -phosphor type of picture tube (10VADP22). The remainder will use a standard aperature mask, dotted phosphor arrangement (10VABP22). While retaining the
basic in -line gun system, both of the new tubes will reportedly offer superior performance when compared to
the 11WP22 used in the HD chassis. Higher light output levels are achieved primarily through higher glass
transmission. Low -wattage filaments for reliability and
better focus are obtained by a redesigned gun structure.
The customer controls, service adjustments and tuners will carry over essentially unchanged from the HD
to the HE color -TV chassis.

The physical layout of the 10HE chassis will be

slightly modified to accommodate the additional focus
circuitry and to improve serviceability by mounting the
power -supply components on a separate printed -circuit
board.
A new 70-detent UHF tuner will be used in most
models with a digital readout through a window on the
front panel, making UHF tuning similar to VHF.
The SF chassis continue to be used in the new line
with 9-, 12-, and 15 -in (measured diagonally) screen

sizes.

MAGNAVOX

Magnavox's new color -TV line will feature the
Videomatic, which adjusts its own picture to changes
in room lighting conditions automatically, one -button

tuning, brighter picture tubes and 100 percent solidstate modular chassis. (This year over 90 percent of

the color -TV line will feature solid-state modular chassis.)
Reportedly all of the 17 -in. and 19 -in. (measured
diagonally) screen color portable and table models will

employ in -line matrix picture tubes. All of the 25 -in.
consoles will employ improved negative matrix picture
tubes, "Tune -to -Light" Digital Remote
Magnamatic two -button remote control.

tuner and

The T981, T982 and T987 all solid-state colorTV chassis are introduced this year for use with small
screen, in -line picture tubes using the RGB color circuits. The T981 in the 17 -in. portable models, the T982
in the 19 -in. portables and the T987 chassis in the 10 in. decorator models. With minor exceptions the chassis
are all identical.
The T981 chassis consists of two main circuit boards
and 14 or 15 plug-in modules. The Signal Board Assembly is mounted vertically, containing modules and
components used in the video, IF, sound, chroma, AFT
and signal processing circuits. Also, on some models
the board contains a Videomatic Module. The Scan
Board Assembly is mounted horizontally, containing
modules and components used in the vertical and horizontal scan circuits, including the video output circuits.
The sound, high -voltage, vertical -scan, video -output
and parts of the horizontal-scan circuits are basically
the same as those used in the T989 or earlier models.
The new line of color -TV sets employs a new Videomatic color system. Like the previous Videomatic

models, the new system still uses the Light Dependent
Resistor (LDR) to monitor room light and adjust the
picture, but now also does much more. Now if the button is pressed, the picture is automatically fine tuned
and the BRIGHTNESS, CONTRAST, COLOR and TINT are

adjusted to a preset level. The customer can still use the

controls but they are now limited to about 30 percent
of the normal range, although the preset controls can
be adjusted to suit an individual customer.
To provide more brightness and better focus, some
continued on page 52
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Digital Remote Control and Videomatic circuitry are featured on the
Magnavox Model 4155, which is available in an Early American Style.
Courtesy of Magnavox Co.
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Block diagram of Magnavox's UHF varactor tuner. Courtesy of Magnavox Co.

Another Approach to Hi Fi
by Phillip Dahlen

We've never seen it done like this before
feedback. This correction factor is
determined by a special integrated
circuit. Thus the system is designed
to compensate for, and eliminate,
distortion resulting from inherent

A while back we received some
rather unusual circuit descriptions
in audio literature obtained from
Servo -Sound America, Inc., a com-

pany selling audio systems manufactured by the parent company in
Belgium. Both the company name
and the name of the particular unit
that they were promoting-"Cybernetic Hi-Fi"--caught our attention.

speaker characteristics.
Upon obtaining a sample system

for evaluation, we were surprised

to note that the speaker housing
contained not only the speaker, or
the speaker in conjunction with

We found that these names were de-

some signal correcting circuitry; but
rather the speaker, a power amplifier containing the corrective circuit-

rived from the fact that the audio
system senses the signal conditions

present at both the speaker and

ry, plus the ac power supply-one
complete system in each speaker

power amplifier input, compares the
two, and provides an automatic cor-

cabinet! With but two speaker cabi-

rection factor-a form of negative
AC.
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nets, the system is rated at 30w
r.m.s. of audio output. However,

the preamplifier cabinet

each speaker cabinet contains an
additional socket so that numerous
speaker cabinets can be connected
in series

is for-

net is so light that it feels nearly

warded to the speaker cabinets and
the resulting dc bias voltage is returned to power the preamplifiers
(one preamplifier receiving its bias

until you have a total

empty.

The schematic for circuitry contained within the speaker cabinets
is shown along with the schematic
for circuitry contained within half
the amplifier cabinet. The right -

voltage from one speaker cabinet

audio output of 1000w r.m.s.

and the other preamplifier receiving
its bias voltage from the other corresponding speaker cabinet. Addi-

The separate preamplifier cabinet
contains but the preamplifier, power
cord, all customer controls, plus
sockets for signal inputs and speaker -cabinet cables. All other circuitry

channel preamplifier schematic (not
shown) is the same as the left -channel preamplifier schematic (shown)

tional speaker cabinets receive ac
power but do not return bias voltages.) As a result, although the
weight of the speaker cabinets feel

is contained in each speaker cabinet. Thus the ac power applied to

except that its part numbers begin
with a 100. Thus capacitor C130
and resistor 101 in the right -channel preamplifier correspond to ca -

about normal, the preamplifier cabi-

II e
ront and rear views of preamplifier cabinet.
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EARTH

',wrong

re-conot

non OC IOW"
H.T. oat.

4.1

oOn

pacitor C30 and resistor R1 in the
left -channel

preamplifier.

Cable

connections on plugs P1, P2 and
P3 are attached to cable connections on jacks JI, J2 and J3 respectively. You will also note that some
of the electronic symbols differ

from those used in this country, but
with a little figuring, they can all be
identified. All that is missing is the
circuitry contained within the sigintegrated circuit
nal -correcting
(M.F.M.).
When testing the audio system,

we did have a problem when initially using the preamplifier's audio input terminals since they are of
European design and use five -connector plugs. However, after a quick

trip to our local parts distributor,
we obtained the correct plug plus
some standard RCA -type sockets

and soon had a very acceptable
adapter. Our second problem resulted from the fact that the system's phonograph input was designed only for magnetic cartridges,
while the phonograph than on loan

had a ceramic cartridge with so
strong an output signal that it over-

loaded the phono-input circuitry,
excessive

producing

distortion.

Rather than constructing padding
circuitry, we instead plugged it into
the optional -input terminal and attempted to use the TONE controls
for proper frequency equalization.
The resulting music was excellent
and sounded very crisp and undistorted in the high and mid range, al-

though we had a feeling that the
lower bass range was missing-even
with recorded organ music. It is our
understanding that in Europe there

is less interest in bass than in this
country.

Using an audio generator as a
signal source, we checked the frequency range of the instrument and
found that the upper frequency limit
Closer view of transistors in contact with the
large heat sinks at the rear of the speaker
Front and rear views of speaker cabinets.

cabinet.

may have been 15,000Hz (either
the system or our ears ceased to
function

at

higher

frequencies,

though a much lower frequency
-9i

MILLIII.A0
't7Or1.4"nk
One of the cables used for connecting the circuitry within the
Rear view of preamplifier and speaker cabinets showing cable cornections between them.

speaker cabinet with that contained within the preamplifier
cabinet.

to convert
European system of con-

An adaptor made up
from

a

nectors to the system used in this
country.

Close-up view of cable connectors. The one at
The speaker and baffle appear to be made of a

of cast white metal. Note the
single sheet of so ind-absorbing material that
is pressed into position between the speaker
area and the electronic circuitry.

single piece

Front view of wooden speaker cabinet with
grill removed for access to speaker and elec-

tronic cicuitry.

the top right is for use between this speaker
cabinet ant the preamplifier cabinet, and the
other is for use between this speaker cabinet
and any additional speaker cabinets that might
also be used to handle the same audio channel.
The power -output transistors are also shown.
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overloading type sound was heard
when an excessively strong signal
was applied at higher frequencies).
At the other end of the audio spectrum, we observed the speaker pul-

However, at any appreciable vol-

sating at frequencies as low as 1Hz.

the fact that the entire speaker en-

ume, resonant frequencies appeared
to be generated as we applied audio
frequencies of 80Hz or less. This is
still quite good when you consider

Top and bottom views of the power -supply and power-ampliber circuitry
housed in the speaker cabinet.
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Additional v ews
cabinet.

of

closure, including speaker, air
chamber, power amplifier and pow-

er supply, measures only 101/8 in.
by 7 in. by 105/3 in. deep (excluding components external to the rear

of the cabinet).

electronic comp ments

housed

in

the

speaker

Quick Permanent Repairs with Confidence.

The D67 ends troubleshooting
guesswork in complex TV and

audio circuits-at a low price.
TV and audio equipment
servicing is outdistancing the
capabilities of older test
instruments. Also, greater use of
electronics in consumer products
(pocket calculators, microwave
ovens, digital clocks, home
intruder alarms, etc.) is opening
up new service opportunities.
Telequipment offers you the high
performance you need in a lowcost scope for this new
service business.
The D67 combines dual -trace,
delayed sweep, and 25 MHz
bandwidth, at a very low price.
Non -delayed sweep scopes just
can't compete with the D67's
delayed sweep measurement
flexibility. It allows quick,
accurate troubleshooting of IF
tuning and color bandpass
problems. You can also see fast
circuit conditions after relatively
long time delays.

If yoi. don't require delayed sweep but need

dual trace at 25 MHz, here's another economiral, quality scope-the 066. Troubleshooting consumer digital products such as

mini -calculators is made easier by using
dual trace. Also a "SUM" mode with normal -

Inver capability makes it possible to look at
small .signals in the presence of common
mode roIse-such as power supply hum.

Dual -trace waveforms displayed
on a bright CRT are essential for
servicing TV and high quality
audio systems, where time and
phase relationships between
signals are critical. Whatever
the consumer's electronic
service problem, 25 MHz is
probably all the bandwidth you
will need.
Telequipment products are
marketed and supported in the
U.S. through the Tektronix
network of 52 Field Offices and 35
Service Centers. Telequipment
prices range from $245 to $1495.
For a Telequipment catalog, and
a reprint of the ET/D review of
the D67, write: Tektronix, Inc.,
Box 500, Beaverton, Oregon
97005

This simple to use, dual trace, 10 MHz 054
gives you low-cost, dependable performance

in a wide variety of applications. Like all
Telequ pment scopes,

it is light weight,

easy to carry and is backed by Tektronix'

warranty and reputation for quality. Students
shown are testing amplifier circuit by meas-

uring the gain between input and outout
signals.

TEKTRONIX

committed to
technical excellence

TELEQUIPMENT
... for more details circie 136 on Reader Service Card
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Any electronic technician

home or automobile, John
Q. Public is a little skeptical when repairs are needed; he feels completely at
the mercy of the service-

. even the veteran
with a couple of decades
in this business . . . will

A Little Psychology

.

.

readily admit that home
entertainment

Goes a Long Way

equipment

man. Put yourself in his

is, without a doubt, complex equipment. If the ex-

position. . . . If you did not
know anything about electronics and had to call in a

stereo receivers as being
just

TV set, would you not feel
a little uneasy also? Or, to

the average customer

say your car or truck

perts consider color -TV
sets, tape recorders and

by Lambert C. Huneault, CET

complex

devices,

technician to repair your

imagine how the layman

With a wave of consumerism sweeping
the country, the subject of customer

.

.

.

.

.

be more objective, let us

must feel about the

.

breaks down and you have

hodgepodge of wires, com-

to call a mechanic to the
rescue. If the vehicle is

ponents, circuits, etc. . . .
that make up his stereo or

relations should be timely in any
business, and certainly in the radio and
TV service business in particular

TV set!
Precisely

because

taken to a garage, how do

you know you can trust
that specialist when he

he

cannot fathom the com-

tells you the automatic
transmission is defective

plexities of the electronic
devices

EPLETT'S SERVICE DEPOT

he

uses in his

and gives you an estimate

1077 Drouillard Rd.
Windsor, Ont.
Phone CL 6-9482

FACTORY AUTHORIZED SERVICE
RADIO, TELEVISION, HI-FI, TAPE RECORDERS
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7% INTEREST charged on past due accounts.

day of

Signed:

Bert Huneault, R.C.C. Graduate, R.E.T.A. Senior Member
An example of how to effectively describe services performed when billing a customer.
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0 .5"We Take Pride in Expert Workmanship"

of over a hundred dollars
for the repair work? If you
have confidence in that
mechanic, garage operator

vinced the set is a me- neglected by shop owners;

first impressions are often
lasting impressions.

chanical abortion, as some

Be pleasant and show a equipment certainly is, or
little personality. A smile is a trouble -maker from
or car dealer, you will and a cheerful "good the word go, your comtrust him and give him the

go-ahead; but if you lack
confidence in him, you undoubtedly feel skeptical

and "at his mercy." Confidence is therefore the big
factor here.
How, then, does a technician earn the confidence
of his customers? Building

up a reputation as a technically competent man is
an obvious requisite; for

this, he must "know his
stuff" and constantly upgrade his knowledge by
reading, studying, attending manufacturers' seminars and association meetings. Electronic technology
is moving at a phenomenal

pace, and one can easily
get left behind in this
business.

But acquiring customers' confidence goes further than that. The technician must treat his cus-

morning" does not cost ments are best kept to
anything, but will often be

yourself!

sufficient to reassure the
customer when you enter
his home. The writer re-

brand of equipment, particularly if you are an in-

Do not condemn any
dependent doing

dealer

calls some customers telling him how they resented service work. For examthe "lifeless" personality of ple, if a customer tells you
some servicemen they had he is thinking of buying a
previously dealt with, and new set and asks you what
who, in the customers' you think of this brand or
words, "hid behind the set that brand, do not tell him
and did not say a word or to stay away from Brand
explain anything" . . . or A, or say that Brand B is
"you say hello to them and no good, even if you feel
they are stuck for an an- strongly about it yourself,
swer!" On a service call, because there is always the
the technician obviously possibility that this cuscannot afford the time to tomer in the market for a
engage in long, irrelevant new set might drop in on
conversations, but a few one of your dealers some
casual remarks . . . even if day. If, in response to the
they are only about the dealer's attempt to sell him
weather . . . will often Brand A or Brand B, the
make the customer feel customer confronts him

more at ease. If the serviceman notes an unusual
work of art or a beautiful

tomers properly. This does piece of furniture in the

not only mean that he home, congratulating the

with your remarks about
that brand, your position
jeopardized,
that dealer.
is

vis-a-vis

The writer is not suggesting that you lie about
the product, but you can

yet, it is an area where a
little psychology can indeed go a long way. Many
technicians use small order
pads available commercially from local parts jobbers or office supply
stores; most of those order

forms have one thing in
common: they devote insufficient space for the description of labor charges.
If, as is often the case, the
form features several lines

of space for material but

only one line for labor,
then the invoice might
read, for example : 6CG8A
$4.90; Service
tube
$9.00. This
Charge

does not convey much information.
Picture the customer returning home from a hard
day's work at the plant or
office; he is greeted by the
little woman saying: "Hi,

dear; the TV serviceman
came this morning . . .
here's the bill." Looking at
the invoice, he is likely to
exclaim: "Nine dollars la-

bor just for replacing a
tube? .

. .

These TV guys

sure have a lot of nerve!

must observe the Golden

housewife for her good

watch the little things in

image in her mind

his everyday dealings with
the public. This is where a
little psychology comes in.

"good guy." Remember,

to the effect that in this

the little things sometimes
count more than we think.

business, like in the auto-

On the other hand, an

motive business, for exam-

invoice designed with a little customer psychology in
mind, such as the relatively large 81/2 by 11 -in. or-

common courtesy to begin
with, and it shows that you
are interested, but lending

par" some years but pro- der form used quite sucduce good products other cessfully by the writer
years; for this reason you while in business prior to
can neither condemn a set entering the educational
or give it your unqualified field, provides the all-imendorsement just because portant advantage of devoting a large amount of
it is of Brand X.

Rule, but he must also

Fortunately, the type of

taste can easily convert his
.

get off the hook with a

from a villain's to that of a

tactful answer, something

.

.

Listen carefully to the ple, mos. manufacturers
writer has in mind does customer's description of occasionally slip up and
not require a university the symptoms; it is only put out a product "below
customer psychology the

degree . . . only good oldfashioned common sense!
Some of the following

points may seem elemen-

tary, but, in the author's

an attentive ear to his or
her complaint is also good

Be courteous towards

advice because in the description of the fault may
lie an important clue that
can save a lot of trouble-

your customers, not only
in their home or in your

Do not knock the cus-

opinion, they are certainly
worth repeating . . . many
of them frequently!

shooting time.

portant because the first

tomer's set, because in doing so you may be casting
a shadow on his judgment;
after all, it was his decision

contact with your businesi
is often via the phone, and

place! Even if you are con-

shop, but on the telephone

as well. Good telephone
habits are particularly im-

to buy that set in the first

." When the bill shows
no details, we cannot really blame the customer for
feeling that way.
. .

Never imply that the space for comments under
"Labor" (details of the

serviceman who repaired
the set before you did not
know what he was doing,

service call and/or shop

man was yourself!
Use a properly designed service order form.

work).
During a routine service
call, a technician usually
has to perform minor adjustments such as picture
centering, focus, size, lin-

This is a point frequently

continued on page 49

because there is always the

chance that this service-
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TEST

INSTRUMENT
REPORT

RCA'S Model
WT -524A

Transistor/FET
Tester
by Phillip Dahlen
a.

Designed for measuring
ac beta of transistors and

RCA's Model WT -524A Transistor/FET Tester. For more details circle 900
on the Reader Service card.

transconductance of FETs
There are all sorts of techniques
for testing and comparing semiconductors. The easiest checks require
merely the use of an ohmmeter. If
junction resistances are high in one

direction (with one polarity of instrument test leads) and low in the
other direction, then the semiconductor quite possibly works. Far
more refined tests call for the use of

a curve tracer, which may be an
adaptation of a scope and small filament transformer, along with a few
associated components, or even the
use of sophisticated instruments
costing thousands of dollars.
The above mentioned techniques

may supply the average electronic
technician with either little or no information, or an extremely large file
of data-against which there are no
readily available standards of comparison.
If it were practical to have an ex-

tremely large book available that

listed most semiconductors and their
corresponding characteristic curves,
then the curve tracer would probably prove to be the most satisfactory method of determining whether
or not the transistor under test met
the required specifications. Without
such data, it is only possible to estimate whether or not the semiconductor under test is in the right "ball
46 I

park." Unfortunately when a semiconductor fails, it does not leave
behind a record of its characteristic
curves and so no standard remains
readily available against which to
make comparisons when selecting a
new semiconductor. Thus, without
standard curves against which to

make a comparison, the use of
curve traces by the average electronic technician becomes restricted

to the task of matching available
semiconductors-a task for which
the curve tracer is ideal.

On the other hand, there are
many cross references (in addition
to some schematics and the blister
packs in which some semiconductors
are sold) that do list the ac gain and
dc characteristics of most semiconductors according to their code

number. Most of this data can be
compared directly with the characteristics of the semiconductor under
test, as measured on a dynamic
transistor/FET tester. (Less-expensive instruments indicating dc gain
but not ac gain are unable to supply
sufficient data, since most semiconductors are used only for ac signal
amplification. )

Using a 61/2 -in. meter and two
plug-in transistor -socket adapters,
the instrument described this month

is designed for testing all types of

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER, OCTOBER 1973

bipolar and FET transistors. According to specifications, the new in-

strument will not only measure the

ac beta of bipolar transistors, including Darlington and dual types,

with an accuracy of ± 3%; it will
also measure the transconductance
of FETs, including depletion or enhancement types, n- or p -channel
types, dual types, and dual -gate
types,

at Gm values of up to

100,000 with an accuracy of ± 3% .

Zero bias drain current, dc drain
current and out -of -circuit gate leak-

age measurements can reportedly
also be made. Operating current
levels are said to be adjustable to

30ma for all of these tests.
The instrument is reportedly supplied with complete instructions,

two plug-in test adapters-one each

for bipolar and FET transistorsas well as a set of clip leads for in circuit work. The test leads, three wire power cord and adapters can
be stored in the rear of the instrument.
Additional specifications indicate
that the instrument is housed in a

rugged, die-cast metal case and has

a color -coded panel and mirror scale meter. It is designed to be
operated from either 120v or 240v

power lines at 50Hz to 60Hz.

resistors R438 and R458 on the RGB module. Add the

COLORFAX

three voltages across resistors R418, R438 and R458. The
total should be 1.5v or less.

Tripping can also be caused by the horizontal output

transistor Q1701 case being grounded. The tripping will be
quick in this instance. The mica insulation under the transistor may be reversed or a burr on the transistor or the
mounting plate may have punctured the mica and caused
the short.

The material used in this section is selected from
information supplied through the cooperation of the
respective manufacturers or their agencies.

ADMIRAL

Color -TV Chassis Cl/L1 and C2/L2-Horizontal Discharge Transistor

Color -TV Chassis K19-Failure of VOLUME Control

Q504 Failure

After replacement of transistor Q504, add a clamp diode, Y500 (EP57X1), to the copper side of the Sync Cir-

Occasional failure of the VOLUME control on the K19

color -TV chassis has been traced to an arc in the 10TIO
audio output tube. Damage to the control may be eliminated by adding a 100K, 1/2w resistor between pin 8 of
the 10T10 and the wiper of the control (which connects
to pin 13 of P101).

VI0
ibHuS

308 01318111
17

+280v

-70V
74267
ADD

0504

50768

000 D1S6

180V4

GENERAL ELECTRIC

710.,

513278

.01

V/14'

TP

5R:6v
008

58266
394

-Iv

XII

5%

5%

0271
3301

Color -TV Chassis MA-Intermittent Modules

3110 /E

160V
OV

5%

The signal interconnect board in early production sets
used bare wire leads in certain locations which when improperly dressed could touch connections on the module
plugs and cause short circuits. To correct this problem,

5.67

5,2276,6

1

SC 27.

.8274
404

NV.
ADJ

Y500

58236
82.,

seat the modules well to assure clearance from wires on the
signal interconnect board. Later production uses insulated
leads to prevent this problem.
Often merely reseating a module will clear the intermittent. If a replacement module clears the problem, check
the original again because it may also work. The reseating
corrects for what was originally poor seating or cleans the
pin connectors.

cuit Board as shown in the schematic. The diode is easily
added and will protect Q504 from high "turn -on" voltages.
Diode Y500 was incorporated into production sets beginning with Serial Number Code 5S40.
Color -TV Chassis JA-Colored Raster with or without Video and Sound

Remove from the circuit and check transistors Q600,
Q604 and Q606. Also check diodes Y600, Y602, Y604,

Color -TV Chassis MA-Circuit Breaker Tripping

Y606, Y608 and Y6I0. Their front -to -back ratio should be
at least 3 -to -1 in circuit. Visually check resistors R602,
R606 and R610. Check resistor R408, located on the power supply board. Replace integrated circuit IC501 with the
half circle code on the IC keyed to the number 1 on the

Tripping can be caused by control misadjustment, allowing the receiver to operate from a few minutes to many
hours before tripping.
Adjust Beam Limiter: Rotate the BRIGHTNESS, CONTRAST
and BRIGHTNESS LIMIT controls fully clockwise. Rotate the

circuit board. Ignore the Number I on the IC501 socket.
Replace all other defective components found above. lnte-

COLOR control fully counterclockwise (CCW). Push the
AUTO button or ONE TOUCH button to OFF (unlighted). Ad -

B. AMPI
.1(21,5

9439
3

I

"17

4. Pit

""
0431

(419

3,
V402

(11,89 I Att,. %

.0

N D
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.3.
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MO 0001.17

143r
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451
5083

41.4 ovfvf
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c!Al. `AT

90

tv.

C901 0002
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MI

OMNI

galf Mt, tO%

(1:3

"UI
O."

"11.3
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34

° tutZt81.11

Owl
P,

0449

19

v,

04,

40.
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4114

2101

640

(3rD

."°

rdliNI

635

3.3a

:434

,04I

4434
644

2..425.3

J
25r

ust the BRIGHTNESS LIMIT control, R340, (on video low-

evel module) to produce a 0.5v measurement across resistor R418 on the RGB module. Measure voltages across

grated circuits and transistors should not be replaced while
the TV receiver is ON. The integrated circuits and transistors can be damaged by power -supply surges.
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COLORFAX
continued from page 47

Color -TV Chassis JA-Video Overload

Measure the dc voltage at pin 9 of integrated circuit
IC101. This voltage should be +7.5v dc with signal and

Heath AC VTVMs
are your best buy

10

CP

v

7

r;

kit just

15.

4195

..,10,1
P..d

13'

+6.5v dc with no signal. If the voltage is lower than normal, replace capacitor CII6 (.68p,f, 35v, EP25X39). This

assembled only

5995*

41"

Now you can buy the popular Heath AC VTVM5 as kits or
factory -assembled & calibrated. Either way you get the
quality and reliability Heath is famous for...and a versatile, accurate service instrument at a modest price. These
meters provide ten ranges accurate to 5% of full scale
from 0.01 to 300 volts rms full scale. Ten switch -selected
dB ranges from -40 to +50 provide total dB capability
from -52 to +58 dB. High input impedance of 10 meg-

Cordless

ohms shunted by 12 pf on 10 V to 300 V and 10 megohms/
22 pf on 0.01 to 3 V ranges provide low circuit loading for
greater accuracy. Wide frequency response: ±1 dB from
10 Hz to 500 kHz, ±2 dB from 10 Hz to 1 MHz. Other features include precision input divider resistors...dual primary power supply for 120/240 VAC operation VU-type
ballistic meter damping...5-way dual banana plug input.
Buy your meter in kit form for maximum savings. Or order
it factory assembled and calibrated, ready to use on your
bench. Either way, you get a versatile, high quality service
tool...and enjoy the substantial savings available through
Heath's direct -to -you prices. Order now...or send for FREE
catalog below.

The new Wahl "Iso.Tip- lets you solder in difficult-towork places
without a cord hindering your action; lets you move from place to
place without plug or extension cord! (Patents Applied For)
Just press the button and you have soldering
heat in 5 seconds. Nickel cadmium batteries
power up to 100 joints or more. Recharges
in stand (included) to full charge overnight. Replaceable, isolated -tip design
eliminates electrical leakage and
need for grounding. Tip per-

Kit IM -38, 5 lbs.
Factory assembled & calibrated SM-22A,
6 lbs.

$41.95*
$59.95*

New
SOLDERING IRON

greatest advance in soldering
since electricity

formance equivalent up to 50
Watts. Fine tip standard. Work

light and pilot light built-in.
Weighs less than 6 ounces! See
how fast and easy soldering

can be. Only Wahl makes it 819.95.

INN ill MI

Ell MI I

I= ME IN

Heath Company
IDept. 181-10
Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022

HEATH

-] Please send latest Heath catalog.
Enclosed is S

Schlumberger

CLIPPER CORPORATION

Department 4
2902 Locust Street
Sterling, Illinois 61081
815.625-6525

plus shipping.

Please send model(s)
IName
Title

w

WAHL

Model

7500

Company/Institution
Address
City

VIL

48 I

State

Zip

Mail order prices; F.O.B. factory.

TE-291

MIA.=
MI I= ElkW
... for more details circle 116EMI=
on Reader Service Card
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Contact your local distributor or write direct.
... for more details circle 141 on Reader Service Card

capacitor is very small and its polarity marking is hard to
read. This has resulted in some capacitors being installed
backward, causing early failure. The proper polarity is
negative to ground.

PSYCHOLOGY._

continued from page 45

earity, etc. . . . He might
even clean the screen and/
or lubricate the tuner at no
additional charge if this

work entails little additional time. But how can
he get credit for this con-

such as shown in the author's sample invoice, actually plays an important

realize that he is receiving
value for his money.
Properly designed invoices can serve as a form
of low-cost advertising,

tomer is presented with a
that simply reads:
$9.00?"
"Service Call
If the technician does
bill

improve your image as a

perform the duties men-

TV

technician,

reflect

of

your professionalism and

whether he writes it down
in detail or not, the service
charge is justified in his
own mind, but a detailed
description of the services

promote repeat business

regardless

11995

customer being made to

scientious work, if the cus-

tioned,

kit only

psychological role: it helps
to "ease the pain," the

by fostering more confidence in your services.

In short, it is often the
little things that count in
business!

rendered or work done,

THE SHORTAGE OF QUALIFIED TECHNICIANS IS REACHING A

assembled iusl

17995*
Now you can buy these Heath solid-state 5 MHz general
purpose scopes as kits or factory -assembled & calibrated.
Either way you get that famous Heath quality and a service
scope that delivers all the features you want at a price you
can afford to pay. Compare the features: DC -5 MHz response with 80 ns risetime...30 mV input sensitivity...
3 -position, frequency -compensated vertical attenuator...
megohm/35 pf FET input for low circuit loading ...recurrent automatic sync -type sweep generator with five
ranges from 10 Hz to 500 kHz... separate frequency vernier
control...external horizontal input... external sync input
...front panel 1 V p -p calibrator...regulated high and low
voltage power supplies...6 x 10 cm CRT...standard cam1

EMS!

era mount bezel.

Buy this solid-state scope in kit form and enjoy maximum
savings. Or choose it factory assembled & calibrated,
ready to use. Either way, you get a reliable, high quality
bench scope...and considerable savings over comparable
equipment through Heath's low, direct -to -you prices. Order
now...or send for your FREE Heath catalog below.

fiemiO tke Atom!
A
A

stepping -stone to a Successful Future.

TWO-WAY RADIO HOME STUDY COURSE
From

THE ONLY SCHOOL DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY TO 2-WAY RADIO

AA

MOTOROLA TRAINING INSTITUTE
109 COLLEGE HILL ROAD, SUMMERDALE, PA. 17093

Kit 10-'02, 31 lbs.

$119.95'

Factory assembled & calibrated SO -107A,
31 lbs.

$179.95'

MINIM

IMMI=ES

Heath Company
IDept. 187-10
Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022

MN
HEATH

r] Please send latest Heath cata.og.

Schlumberger
plus shipping.

Enclosed is S

Please send model(s)
Name

0 SEND FULL DETAILS ON MT I HOME STUDY COURSE ON TWO-WAY RADIO

Title

Company/Institution
NAME

Address
City

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE

State

Mail order prices; F.O.B. factory.

EMI

ZIP

,111

... for more details circle 129 on Reader Service Card

.

.

.

Zip
TE-292

MIAMI

for more details circls 117 on Reader Service Card
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TECHNICAL DIGEST
The material used in this section is selected from
information supplied through the cooperation of the
respective manufacturers or their agencies.

EMERSON

Heath

Radio Model 31116-Repair of Back Cover or Battery Lid

high voltage
power supplies
are your best buy
kit just

6995

The following is a procedure to be used in repairing either the back cover opening or the battery lid of the Model
31P86 radio. (Remove two screws to take off hack cover.)
The only material needed will be some black polystyrene
(which will be supplied by Emerson upon request), a tube
of adhesive or cement (Eastman 910 or equivalent), a pair
of scissors or a paper cutter if available. You will find that
the polystyrene will cut very easily.
There will he two different strip sizes. One will he 5/ii in.
squared, the other will be 11/16 in. by 3/16 in. How and
where they are used is shown in the illustrations.

MNNNN\\\\\\\\V,NN,N,NNW.,

1
FIG. IA

T

I
FIG. 1B

assembled only

11000*

T

Now you can buy Heath high voltage power supplies as kits

or factory -assembled and calibrated. Either way you get

that famous Heath quality... and a high voltage bench
supply that combines the right features with the right
price. This high performance supply provides outputs of

0-400 VDC regulated B+ at 0-100 mA continuous, up to
125 mA intermittent...0 to -100 VDC bias voltage at 1 mA
...6.3 VAC @ 4 amps or 12.6 VAC @ 2 amps filament voltage. B+ is regulated to 1% no load to full load and has
less than 10 mV ripple, jitter and noise. Less than 10 ohm
output impedance from DC -1 MHz. Other features include

dual scale voltmeter for monitoring B+ or C- output...
output current meter, 0-150 mA... DC on/standby switch
allows cutting off voltage from circuit without physically
disconnecting it...120/240 VAC primary.
Buy this excellent high voltage supply in kit form for
maximum savings. Or order it factory assembled and calibrated, ready to go to work on your bench. Either way,
you get famous Heath reliability and value...and enjoy
considerable savings over comparable equipment through
Heath's direct -to -you prices.
Order now... or send for your FREE catalog below.
Kit IP-17, 21 lbs.
S69.95*

Factory assembled & calibrated SP -17A, 21 lbs...$110.00*

p

mom=

Heath Company
Dept. 192-10
Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022

Enclosed is S

Opening on Back Cover (Inside of Cover)

Shown in Fig. I A are the unbroken tips while Fig. 1B
shows one side broken off and Fig. IC shows a placement
of the 5/8 in. square of polystyrene cemented in place. For
cementing, follow the instructions shown on the tube for
applying the liquid. Placing the case on a flat surface, ap-

ply pressure with your finger for a period of about one
minute so that the polystyrene will adhere to the case. The
same instructions apply if both tips are broken.

Battery Lid (Inside of Lid)

Shown in Fig. 2A are the unbroken tips while Fig. 2B
shows one side broken off and Fig. 2C shows the 5/8 in.

mu No Elm mmmimug
HEATH

Schlumberger

Please send latest Heath catalog.

U

FIG. IC

plus shipping.

Please send model(s)

FIG. 2A

Name

Title

Company/Institution
Address
City

State

Zip

Mail order prices; F.O.B. factory.

IM

11M Ell
.

50

I

. .

TE-293

MI

for more details circle 118 on Reader Service Card
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MIIIW

polystyrene strip with the 11/16 in. strip centered on top
and cemented down. In cementing, be sure to set the 5/8 in.

strip 1/16 in. from the edge (Fig. 2C) to allow the other

strip to become flush with the edge. Use the same proce-

KIT OR
ASSEMBLED

FIG. 2B

Heath
dure for cementing to the lid as used for the back cover.
SYLVAN IA
How Accurate Is Your Test Equipment?

low voltage
power supplies
are your best buy

Modern solid-state products require greater accuracy in
test measurements. All equipment should be checked periodically for accuracy on all ranges and be repaired and re calibrated if required.

kit only

7995

There are several means readily at hand for checking
the accuracy of a VTVM or VOM. The first step in calibrating or checking a VTVM should be to check the I.5v
scale. A fresh flashlight battery will measure very close to
I.55v and may be used to check the meter for full-scale
deflection on that range. Some meters, such as Heath -Kit,
have a small red dot at the high end of the I.5v scale to
use as a calibration point.
22K

1/2*

100fl

flIV

-1

assembled just

20V

50M,D

ZENER

50V

12500.

.22012

265V

Now you can buy Heath low voltage power supplies as kits
or factory -assembled and calibrated. Either way you get
the quality and reliability hat Heath is famous for... and
a low voltage bench supply that combines the right features at the right price. This excellent supply provides regulated DC voltage from 0.5 to 50 volts, at up to 1.5 amps.
Load regulation is ±15 mV and can be adjusted for no
change. Low output impedance: less than 0.075 ohm from
DC to 10 KHz ... less that 0.3 ohm above 10 kHz. Other
features include large 31/2" meter that can be switched to
read either output voltage or current ... front -panel Reset/
Standby switch that electrically disconnects supply from
the load ... short circuit and overload protection built-in
...5 -way banana jack output... 120/240 VAC operation.
Buy this versatile low voltage supply in kit form for maximum savings. Or order it factory assembled and calibrated,
ready to go to work on your bench. Either way, you get that
famous Heath quality ... and enjoy considerable savings
over comparable equipment through Heath's direct -to -you
prices. Order now ... or send for FREE catalog below.

4715

flOV
25V
2K
1%

45015
1%

IV

5015

CON

Once the I.5v scale is calibrated, check all the resistance
scales, bearing in mind the tolerance of the resistors used
to make the test, I percent or 5 percent are best. Choose

values that are about 50 to 75 percent of the full-scale

reading for best results.
Most meters use the same multiplier resistors for both
voltage and resistance, so if your resistance scales are accurate, the dc voltage scales will also be accurate.
To check the ac scales, set the meter to the I 50v ac range

and cross-check ac line voltage against another meter.

Again, the same multipliers are used for ac as well as dc.
Periodic checks should also he made on your scope, since
accurate P -to -P voltage measurements are a must in some

Kit IP-27, 16 lbs.
Factory assembled & calibrated SP -27A, 15 lbs.

.

S79.95*
S125.00*

circuits. A scope can be cross-checked against a good

VTVM, bearing in mind that the VTVM is most accurate
on pure sine waves. Multiply the rms reading on the meter
by 2.28 to obtain the P -to -P reading as displayed on your

Heath Company
Dept. 199-10
Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022

scope.

An AM Signal Generator may be checked by Zero -Beating harmonics, sub -harmonics and fundamental frequencies
against WWV, the Bureau of Standards time signals. You
may use either a communications receiver or any SW receiver, capable of tuning 10MHz.
The lower ranges of the generator may be checked by
beating against standard broadcast stations of known frequency, using any AM radio.
A very simple voltage calibrator that will provide both
ac and dc output is shown in the illustration.

mim

p moo um so NE EN

HEATH

Schlumberger

0 Please send latest Heath catalog.
plus shipping.
0 Enclosed is $
Please send model(s)
Name

Title
Company/Institution_
Address
City

State

Zip

Mail order prices; F.O.B. factory.

1I
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... for more details circle 119 on Reader Service Card
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NEWS OF THE INDUSTRY...
continued from page 16

NO RESIDUE NON-FLAMMABLE
NON-TOXIC NON-CONDUCTOR
A CHEMICALLY PURE CLEANING AGENT

WITH:

t;PSJ
1,,NSTAN1

`40NTAC'
rZLEANEF1
L'11.9 ReSid0

I.N" 0.a....., W
SWITCHES1 REI-4,11

lir2t

HEADS TIJIW`-al

"t.°411 INSTP0645".
-NTED CIRCUIT...
TEL C TEL EOUIP

1. SELECTIVE CLEANING POWER
- removes greases, oils, dirt

Electronic Technicians Review
Serviceability of Advance Designs
Recently a team of Certified Electronic Technicians of
the Virginia Electronics Assn. were invited to Portsmouth,
Va., to review several advance chassis designs and offer
their opinions and make suggestions regarding the service -

and organic soils with no effect
on the article being cleaned.
2. EXCELLENT PENETRATING

AND WETTING ACTION - Its
high density and low surface
tension permits maximum pen-

etration of most minute crev-

ices where its superior wetting
action then cleans even most
difficult materials.

3. PURITY - evaporates corn
pletely - leaves NO residue.
4. SAFETY - Non -explosive, nonflammable, non-toxic.

5. STABILITY - does not react
chemically with other materials.
SEND FOR
FREE SAMPLE

Available in 7 & 16 oz. aerosols

with "Snorkel Tubes"

LPS RESEARCH LABORATORIES, INC.
2050 COTNER AVENUE, LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA 90025

PHONE: (213)478.0095
... for more details circle 127 on Reader Service Card

Manager of P:oduct Service, W. H. Meyer (left) looks on as Walter Cooke,
CET; Cobb Laine; Frank Blount, CET; and John McPherson, CET, examine
a new monochrome chassis for serviceability.

ability features (or nonfeatures, if they found that to be
the case) included in future GE TV products.

General Electric's Product Service Dept. holds service-

ability reviews regularly as part of its program to make cer-

tain that every General Electric TV set is designed with
ease of service in mind.

NEW EICO TR-410
Solid -State
Triggereci
Sweep ICIMHz
Oscilloscope
$42995

In the past such reviews have contributed to General
Electric Television Receiver Department's earning a Serviceability Design award from the National Electronic Associations, Inc., covering three solid-state chassis.

Never before has so much
been built into a low cost
solid state triggered
sweep scope!

of the new 19 -in. models will use 27kv on the picture tube anode. This is made possible by using glass having
a higher lead content, which is said to prevent the possibility of X-radiation outside the TV set.
In the console line, the T989 chassis will be used exclusively in 14 models. Six of these chassis will be used
in remote -control units.
A new Tune -to -Light feature is available on seven
25 -in. console models, and the six -button remote control operates the ON/OFF, VOLUME, MUTE and channel
selection. As each channel is tuned, the channel number is displayed in bright, large digital numbers for instant identification. A few seconds after channel selection, the digital channel light indicator diminishes to an

INCLUDES EXCLUSIVE
DUAL PROBE

EICO introduces the first laboratory quality, high performance.
wideband Triggered Sweep Oscilloscope, at a price you can
afford!

Use as Vectorscope for Color TV Servicing 3 calibration
voltages (2, 5 and 10) Quick connect BNC connector at

Vertical Input Front panel adjustable Horizontal and Vertical
DC Balance Controls Vertical and Horizontal selection of AC
or DC nodes of amplification Sweep synchronized Gate Output Flat faced CRT Z Axis input Rear panel astigmatism
control Edge lit calibrated screen Operates on a standard
120 vol-. a low 100 volt or a 220-230 volt line.

FREE 1973 EICO CATALOG
for name of nearest dealer and free catalog check reE/C04
order seriiice card or send 25y. for prompt first class mail
service. EICO--283 Malta St.. B'klyn, N.Y. 11207

1974 TV SETS...
continued from page 38

eye -pleasing viewing level.

Although all of the circuits are solid-state, the chassis maintains the configuration of the tube -type chassis
and the service adjustment controls remain essentially
the same.

The majority of the circuitry is located on four circontinued on page 58

... for more details circle 107 on Reader Service Card
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NEW PRODUCTS
For additional information on products
described in this section, circle the
numbers on Reader Service Card.
Requests will be handled promptly.

MOTION DETECTOR/ALARM
703
SYSTEM
Covers a 30° angle over
0 to 100 ft range

A complete alarm system is designed with reportedly the ability to
detect moving intruders at a 100 ft
range. For many applications, the
Model R4 Microwave Intrusion System can provide protection with no
added equipment as it detects motion
over a large area. Local alarm signals
are provided with a distinctive yodel
type electronic siren that may be heard

a block away. In addition, the unit

SEMICONDUCTORS

704

DISCOUNT
PRICES

Cross-reference guide
on package

The new line of WEP solid-state
semiconductor components are featured with informative packaging. All

FLYBACK TRANSFORMERS

the package. The

Fly-Equiv. Fly 277-H0601C

WEP series, which
consists of some
200 numbers, will
reportedly replace
up to 1000 numbers in other lines. The uniform, pre priced and color -coded packs also contain full specifications, basing diagram
with symbol and ratings on the reverse
side. Up-to-date cross-reference material is available on call from the manu-

ZENITH VOLT. TRIP. -212-109 $5.95 Each
Zen -221-45 Color Demod.
Zen. B/W Yoke -95-2974

20 Assorted Mallory Controls
6-10 Ohm Centering Contr.
6-1 Meg. Vol. Contr. On/Off Sw.
10 Assorted IF Cans
50 Assorted Wire Wound Res.
100 Asst'd Bypass Cond.

Philips Auto Stereo Changer
With Base -Cart. -Pushbutton

facturer. The line is fully warranted
ised by the company. Workman Electronic Products Inc.

The manufacturer is so proud of

CONDENSERS -CONDENSERS
$1.19
100 Ass". Mica Cond.
20 for $2.00
.01 Mfd.-1 KV (SG)

onstrate it in our
electronics lab. Operating off self-contained rechargeable
batteries, the instrument has but

POWER Switch,

25 Assorted Filter Cond. Cans
25 Assorted Cond. Axial Leads
25 Assorted Cond. Trans. Sets
100 Mfd.-160 Volts Axial
500 Mfd -75 Volts Axial
20 Mfd.-500 V. Axial
16 Mfd.-450 Volts Axial
1000 ML1.-50 Volts
25 Assorted Disc. Cond.

MODE Mitch ( ac

Circuit Breakers 2.5 Amp.

three controls -the

volts, dc volts, or

resistance) and a
switch that changes

er than reported, weighing only 21/2
oz rather than 21/2 lb as had been erroneously indicated.

8" Rouzd
6X9"
6X9" Multi -Ohm
5X7"

to hold the instrument. All scaling is

are performed within a single inte-

NEW AND NOTEWORTHY, is much light-

$1.39

6 for $1.29

$ 79 Each
$ 99 Each
$1.19 Each
$1.89 Each
$2.59 Each
$2.59 Each
$1.99 Each

2X6"
4X6"

from right -side -up to upside-down for
easy viewing, whatever way you prefer

eliminate false alarms due to random
vibrations, air motion, telephone bells,
etc. It can be powered from 115v ac
or can be switched to 12v battery for
emergencies. Mountain West Alarm

WM-10, manufactured by EV
Game and described in our August

12 for $1.98
3 for $1.29
6 for $2.19
4 for $1.19
6 for $2.19

4" Sq.

the digital readout

automatic and in terms of volts or

el

$4.95
$4.95
$4.95

SPEAKERS

tected with sophisticated solid-state

The wireless FM microphone, Mod-

2 for $2.49

2 for $1.19
DELAY LINES
BLUE LAT. MAG./Purity Rings 2 for $2.98

this exciting new instrument that one
of its men was sent to personally dem-

ERRATA

RCA COLOR CRYSTALS
3.58 Mhz

Motorola 24D68592B-01

Entire instrument so small
it fits easily in your hand

Supply Co.

MAGNAVOX 361340
MAGNAVOX 361348
MAGNAVOX 361380
MAGNAVOX 361395

$4.00 Each
$6.95 Each
$5.95 Each
$4.95 Each
$4.95 Each
$5.95 Each
$5.95 Each
$5.95 Each

SILVERTONE-80-56-4G

705

$2.00
$1.19
$1.29
81.00
$2.98
$4.98

$22.95 Each

YOKES -COLOR -YOKES
Color Yoke Grab Bag Spec.
Equiv. DY95AC-Y109-(YOKE)

and off -the -shelf delivery is prom-

DIGITAL MULTIMETER

digital circuits that are designed to

$2.95 Each
$2.95 Each
$6.95 Each

GE -ICS -ZEN. 212-37

provides means for connecting other

detectors from doors, windows, floor
mats, fire detector and panic switches
to the same alarm. Alarm relay outputs are available to connect it to telephone dialers, direct -wire alarms and
other audible signals. The 10.525GHz
(FCC certified) microwave motion
detection system reportedly covers a
30° angle over ranges adjustable from
0 to 100 ft. Moving intruders are de-

$7.95 Each
$7.95 Each
$6.95 Each
$6.95 Each
$7.95 Each

RCA -143536-501
RCA -143537-501
EMERSON -738229 A
EMERSON -738223 A

packs are cross-referenced to major
lines on the face of

kilohms, the decimal point moving to
indicate the magnitude of the measurement observed. All dynamic functions

4 Asst'd Stereo Cart.
20 Asard Astatic Needles

$5.95
$3.29

COLOR. CRT HARNESS

23" & 25"
11V Arode Leads B/W
Spaghetti 75 Pcs. Asst'd
25 I.R. 2.5 Amp. 1000 PIV

grated circuit. Specifications indicate
that ac and dc voltages from .1000v
full scale to 500v are read with an accuracy of ± (0.7% of reading -I-0.2%
of range), while resistance ranges are
from I kilohm full scale (1,S1 resolu-

5 for $2.00
10 for $1.00
8.59
$3.95
$2.98
$2.98

10 I.R. DD -04 Diodes

10 I.R. Diodes DD -05
18.5 KV Focus Rect.

3 for $2.59

MINIMUM ORDER $15.00

tion) through 10 meg with an accuracy of -± (1.5% of reading +0.2%
of range), a row of dashes indicating

SEND FOR FREE CATALOG

TUBES UP TO 80% OFF
SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER

over -range conditions. The entire in-

TV TECH SPECIALS

strument measures 61/2 in. long by 1%

P.O. BOX 603

in. wide and weighs 7 oz with bat-

Kings Park, L.I., New York 11754

teries. (More details will be offered in
a future article.) Hewlett-Packard.
.

.

.
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NEW FINCO
VOM Multitesters

DEALER SHOWCASE

ment any decor. Its rugged steel case
reportedly offers extra protection in
even the roughest service. The controls
are recessed for safety, and located on

For additional information on products
described in this section, circle the
numbers on Reader Service Card.
Requests will be handled promptly.

the side of the front panel normally
closest to the operator. The unit is

VHF/FM SCANNER MONITOR
Provides 16 channels with
manual or automatic scanning

706

The Comanche 16 VHF/FM Scanner Monitor is designed for 16 chan-

nel operation with the capability of
Model No.
VM-20K
User Net

$25.75

Model No. VM-201(

operating on VHF high and low band
with bypass switches. Other features
include a priority channel, manual or
automatic scanning, and scan -speed
selector. The frequency range is re -

20,000 OHMs/Volt DC; 10,000 OHMs/Volt AC
1 YEAR GUARANTEE
Lab type VOM featuring ±1% temperature stabilized,

available with an optional noise blanker, and is reportedly the only moderate
to low cost land mobile two-way radio
with this range extending option. The

noise blanker is actually designed to
turn the radio OFF for the duration of
each noise pulse, resulting in a quieter,

more readable signal. E. F. Johnson
Co.

CB MOBILE RADIO

708

Compact and
weighs only 4 lb

A mid -priced AM 23 -channel Citizens -Band transceiver, known as the

carbon film resistors.

Long mirror scale to eliminate parallax in reading.
Overload protected by dual silicon diodes.
Double -jewelled 2% meter.
Banana type jacks for positive connection.
19 Excellent ranges.
OTHER MODELS

VM.30K

VM-100K Use, Net: 565.95 VM10K
VM-50K

User Net $50.25

VM.1K

User Net $33.75

User Net $21.95
User Net S 8.65

Accessories available for all models.
Write for Catalog 20-647; Dept ETD 10-73

Cortez, reportedly utilizes double conversion design and the SBE "Super

The
FINNEY Co.
34 West Interstate Street

Shape" filter to provide excellent ad-

Bedford. Ohio 44146

. .

jacent channel rejection with mini-

. for more details circle 112 on Reader Service Card

GOOD TOOLS!

mum cross talk. The receiver's sensi-

tivity is reportedly 1p,v at 10dB with

6: -11!

receiver

5.M.

15 Watt

portedly 144-170MHz on high band
and 33-47MHz on low band. Specifications indicate a maximum channel

Miniature
Plug -In

Soldering Iron
ORYX - the tiny iron for service work, lab,

production. Needs no transformer, weighs only
an ounce plus cord. Heats so quickly - reaches

725°F in about a minute. Light weight, small
let you work all day without fatigue. Just

size

the thing for tiny components, delicate circuits,
working in close quarters. Many replaceable tips.

Controlled -

Temperature
Soldering Iron

separation of 10MHz on high band
and 6MHz on low band with a sensitivity of 0.51,tv for 12dB SINAD.
The unit is reportedly all solid-state,
employing printed circuitry with two pole crystal -lattice filter and ceramic lattice filter. The unit measures 9 in.
deep by 71/2 in. wide by 21/2 in. high
and weighs 61/2 lb. Pearce -Simpson.

loads.

Temperature adjustable while iron is on.
Ideal for semiconductors, delicate components that
could be damaged by heat. Many replaceable tips,
in various shapes, sizes.

FM TWO-WAY RADIO
With rugged steel
for the roughest service

well as carrier power. Linear Systems
Inc.

COLOR -TV CONSOLE

709

Chassis employs five

plug-in modular circuit boards

707

The Ultracom 507 is said to be

Mini

microphone, PA capability and external speaker strength in S units as

A new color -TV console, Model

ORYX Model 50 iron affords close control of
temperature, from 400 to 750° F. 50 -watt element

gives fast heat, quick recovery from heavy joint

selectivity at 60dB
at
-±-20kHz. The transceiver will operate
with either positive or negative ground
vehicles.
Other features include
switchable noise limiter, plug-in

a

compact, self-contained, 25w -output,

Vacuum

Cleaner
Just the thing for clean rooms, production and
assembly lines, service and repair shops, model
shops and labs. For business machines, computers, getting eraser crumbs out of typewriters.
Variety of nozzles and brushes, and special nozzle that gets Into every nook and cranny. Internal

filter keeps dust and dirt inside the vacuum.

rizte
ATAL0G,
O R..."Y"

Electronic Tools
& Test Instruments
TRW

TE1-.,/AkC I w.,
.

.

111011.1111111

Le"

11.14 v/.11 STRUM
VON NU, CAlif 1405

low -band VHF, FM two-way radio
with contemporary styling to comple-

. for more details circle 128 on Reader Service Card
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6157, called the "Casino" is said to
have

major

features

that

include

jacent channel rejection with minimum cross talk. The receiver's sensitivity is reportedly 1 ftv at 10dB with
receiver selectivity at 60dB at
±-20kHz. The transceiver will operate
with either positive or negative ground
Other features include
vehicles.
switchable noise limiter, plug-in

microphone, PA capability and external speaker strength in S units as
well as carrier power. Linear Systems
Inc.

EVGAME makes

replacing cartridges a snap.
We offer virtually all originals or exact
replacements. No one else comes close.
Here's an example of what that means to you:

MONITOR PREAMPLIFIER

710

THE ORIGINAL

Boosts signal
by 16dB

BSR SX5H
Typical of cartridges you replace

A compact, new preamplifier, Mod-

el MON-50, is designed for tri-band
scanning receivers
employing two selfcontained indoor

every day.

UNRETOUCHED PHOTO

antennas. The device reportedly reTHE EXACT REPLACEMENT

quires no wiring

changes in the receiver

and

EV5344

con-

every way a perfect match-

nects through the

In

monitor's antenna
jack. It utilizes

same shape, size. color and qual-

house current. The
device is said to be
especially suitable

ity. Installs easily in old bracket.
Accepts original needle.
UNRETOUCHED PHOTO

for apartment ap-

THE SUBSTITUTE

plications and other
installations where outside antennas
are not practical, reportedly boosting
the incoming received signal strength

ASTATIC 612

Requires replacing original
bracket. Cartridge shape and
needle are different. Will not

a minimum of 16dB. The case is aluminum with leatherette end panels,
and measures 5 in. by 7 in. by 31/2 in.
Ascom Electronic Products.
SMOKE DETECTOR
Intended for

accept original needle.

711

residential use

An early warning fire and smoke

detector, Model FRU-I, the Pyro-

Guardion, is intended for residential
use is designed. It contains one pair of

UNRETOUCHED PHOTO

Tools you may need for a substitute

Needle for needle, cartridge for cartridge and pin for pin you can't beat an ElectroVoice. The fact is. when you specify Electro-Voice. you save time and effort You don't
need special tools or parts. There s no unusual handling or installation. The result is
that you have the best chance to maximize cartridge profits and customer satisfaction
with EV Game.
So see your local distributor for Electro-Voice replacement cartridges. Also ask him
for the new EV Game catalog. It's the most comprehensive and easiest -to -use. Sim phi iesselection of nearly 700cartridges. And write to us for our revealing Replacement

Cartridge Comparison Chart. Learn more about why we make it a snap for you to
repalce cartridges E-V/Game. Inc., Box 711, Freeport, N.Y. 11520.

leads

for interconnecting up to

six

units for the purpose of simultaneous
alarm (when one annunciates, all annunciate). A single operating alternate
version, the FRU-I L, is supplied complete with an 8 ft. household line cord

EVGAME inc.
DIVISION OF ELECTRO-VOICE INC

A Gulon COMPANY

In Canada E -V of Canada. Ltd . Gananogue. Ontario
.

.

.
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DEALER SHOWCASE...
continued front pu,1,,e 55

for simple "plug-in" homeowner installation. The heart of the unit, which
is powered from a 120v ac, 60Hz electrical supply, is an ionization detector
that alarms to the invisible products of
combustion given off by incipient fires.

If yoth not

The audible alarm, built into each
unit, is a high -frequency signal. The
detector measures 6 in. long, 4 in.
wide and 2 in. deep and is designed

using Mrs
Universal
Transiskors,the
odds are 800 -toil
you're
time and money!
We boiled over 45,000 transistors
down to a universal product line of
66 devices, an 800 -to -1 reduction.
This lets you satisfy 99% of your functional requirements, faster and easier.

It cuts down the time -eating task of
searching for exact replacements,
locating special sources, then waiting
for delivery.

You'll save more money too, by
getting IR's 20% -off -net -pricing on a

10 -piece purchase, instead of the
10% offered by other brands. And,
you're assured of premium quality,
because all International Rectifier
transistors are conservatively rated to

for surface mounting. Pyrotronics.

SMOKE/GAS ALARM

712

Based on N -type gas

molecule detection principle

A highly sensitive warning smoke

and gas detector is based on a new
solid-state N -type gas molecule detec-

tion principle. This detector will reportedly warn of the presence of less
than 2 parts in ten million of certain

give reliable performance with extra
margins of safety.

To make your job even simpler,
we're giving away our expanded Transistor Applications Slide -Rule, with 14

additional new transistor types, that

toxic gases. It will detect within seconds and sound a loud alarm if minute
quantities of carbon monoxide, smoke,
cooking gas, gasoline, solvents, alcohol
and other gases are present in the air.

lets you quickly pick the right transistor for your application.
GET YOUR NEW IR SLIDE -RULE
FREE, plus our current "Semiconduc-

The unit can sense products of spontaneous combustion before a resulting
fire and is far more sensitive than a
human or animal nose. The Smoke-

tor Cross Reference and Transistor
Data Book", by redeeming the cou-

Chek plugs into any standard 115v

pon below at your nearest IR distributor. Switch to International Rectifier's

outlet and reportedly requires no special installation or adjustments. Delcor
Industries.

"universal transistor line" and make
the odds work in your favor.
TAPE DECK

713

Features automatic
reverse playback

GOOD FOR NEW

A new solenoid -operated, two -speed,
f);/,

AND FREE

REDEEMABLE
FOR ONE
IR TRANSISTOR
APPLICATION

IR SEMICONDUCTOR
CROSS REFERENCE
AND TRANSISTOR
DATA BOOK
(Value SI

SLIDE -RULE

(Value ST00)

INTERNATIONAL RECTIFIER
Semiconductor Div.: 233 Kansas St., El Segundo, California 90245

56 I

(2 3) 678-6281
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$

reel-to-reel tape deck features three
GX glass and crystal heads, a Dolby
noise reduction system and a unique
automatic reverse playback system.

The Model GX-285D is a four -track,
two -channel stereo/ mono system and
has three motors-a servo -controlled

capstan motor and two outer rotor
motors. The unit's controls are solenoid -operated. Another feature of the
tape deck is an automatic reverse

NEW FINCO

playback system. When the reverse
mode is affected, the pinch wheel auto-

matically separates from the capstan

RADIOMETERrr..1
COPENHAGEN

stereo
generator

Home TV/FM

Pre -amplifiers

0

List Price: S60.50

- G-956

VHF -UHF -FM Broadband Pre -amplifier,

Exceptionally stable and complete

300 Ohm input, 300 Ohm downlead.

stereo signals with push button

Complete with 300 Ohm power supply.

Color TV Black

until the selected tape speed is reached.
The unit also reportedly features
sound -on -sound,

selection of all combinations.

&White TV

World famous Model SMG1
Both composite and RF out-

FM/FM Stereo
. A UNIT TO MEET EVERY TV RECEPTION NEED,
VHF -UHF -FM Broadband Pre -amplifiers
VHF -FM broadband Pre -amplifiers

sound mixing and

sound with sound, mike and line mixing, universal voltage control, tape se-

puts.

Extremely low distortion.

UHF Broadband Pre -amplifiers
Complete with Matching Remote Power Supply

lector switch for standard and low noise high -output tape and four -digit
tape counter. It is equipped with tape
and sound monitor switches to facilitate dual monitoring for instant quality
checks to assure professional recording. AKAI America Ltd.

Excellent channel separation

9.:icon transistors
Rugged die cast housing
Fast and simple installatio,
Mast or boom mounted

throughout audio range.
Price

Weather proof construction
Four way lightning and surge protection

$ 1195

THE LONDON COMPANY
811 SHARON DRIVE

Write for Catalog No 2r7 660 Drpt. ETD 10-73

The
FINNEY Co.
34 West Interstate Street

CLEVELAND, OHIO 44145
Tel. (216) 871-8900
221D

Bedford, Ohio 44146

TWO-WAY RADIO
Compact design permits dash
mounting in the smallest cars

714

Introduced is a four -channel transceiver serving the low hand business
radio spectrum, 29-50MHz, with 30w
of power output. The Model BTL-304,
two-way radio features solid-state cir-

.

.
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FREE...
1973 Heatn/Scniumnerger
Electronic instruments
catalog
One -stop shopping for virtually
all your test equipment needs:

cuitry, enabling the compact package
design, which measures 25/8 in. by 61/2

in. by 91/2 in. and weighs 61/2 lb. The

radio's small size permits easy dash
mounting in the smallest cars and
trucks without sacrifice of passenger
comfort. Future BTL series units will
be available with tone decoding receivers and tone encoding generators
to further appeal to these public service agencies. The .35/iv receiver reportedly has selectivity rated at 6dB
7.5kHz 70dB ± 15kHz and delivers
an audio output of 5w. The double
conversion IF system rates I 0.7MHz
to 455kHz. A high impedance plug-in
ceramic mike is included in the price

of the unit

as is

a dash mounting

bracket. Regency Electronics, Inc.

80 MHz frequency counters from $295*
... 200 MHz counters from $495' ... 600
MHz counter only $795* ...600 MHz
scaler just $365* ... programmable
timer only $395' ... dual trace 15 MHz
scope, $595* ...sine, square, triangle
wave generator, $245* ... high and
low voltage power supplies from
multimeters from $65'
$34'
DVMs from $285.
The new 73 Heath/Schlumberger
catalog describes all these and many
more ... all factory assembled and aligned ... all specification -guaranteed for one
full year... and all available at low mail-order prices. Use the coupon below and
send for your FREE copy now.
MEATH

FREE...
1973

Heath/
Schlumberger
Electronic
Instruments Catalog. I
Send coupon now.

Schlumberger
Heath/Schlumberger Scientific Instruments
Dept. 531.611
Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022
0 Please send 1973 Electronic Instruments Catalog.
Name

Address
City

State

lip

Prices & specifications subject to change without notice.
EK-357
*Mall order prices; F.O.B. factory.
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TECHNICAL
LITERATURE

schematic diagram, suggested applica-

tions and a complete parts list. Also
included are assembly hints and a
photograph of the finished product.
The manual retails for $1.25. Motorola

Resistors
An 8 -page Short Form Resistor
catalog, C-509, contains 5980 items
with 616 different resistance values
(from 0.1f1 to 250k) and 15w ratings
(from 1 to 120w). The catalog also
has basic descriptions and physical

sizes, providing the data needed for
fast, easy selection of resistors and
complete listings of the company's
family

of wire -wound resistors.
Sprague Electric Co., 65 Marshall St.,
North Adams, Mass. 01247.

Security Project Book
Compiled and written for the hobbyist -experimenter, the book is devoted entirely to the topics of sensors,
alarms and detectors primarily for

home and auto use. Beginning with
basic alarm theory, the manual contains illustrated construction and installation techniques for 11 safety
systems. Each project includes a brief
description of the systems function, a

Semiconductor

Products

Inc.,

5005 East McDowell Rd., Phoenix,
Ariz. 85008.

Heat Gun
A 4 -page bulletin, F-302, covers

sures continued optimum perform-

ance and longest possible recorder
life. It provides detailed information

of the principles of magnetic record-

ing, magnetic heads and important
maintenance operations. The text is
well

illustrated

with

photographs,

charts and line drawings and includes
a complete program for machine care.
Nortronics Co., Inc., Recorder Care
Div., 8101 Tenth Ave. North, Minneapolis, Minn. 55427.

the company's new Mark H light-

weight portable electric heat guns.
The line features nine models in four
heat ranges from 200°F to 1000°F.
In addition to specifications and dimensions, the bulletin includes a comprehensive listing of suggested applications for shrinking, drying, softening, thawing and curing. Eddy Products Corp., 15255 Watertown Plank
Road, Elm Grove, Wisc. 53122.

tic molded and anodized machined

Recorder Care
A totally new, comprehensive 32page publication published expressly

Tuner Parts and Replacements

for users of reel-to-reel eight -track

cartridge and cassette recorders and
players, illustrates how regular maintenance of recording equipment en-

Panel Knobs

A pair of catalogs (PK-374 and
K-375) describe a new family of plasaluminum knobs with illustrations, di-

mensions and volume pricing. This
group is identified as the "Lexington"
Series. Alco Electronic Products, Inc.,
1551 Osgood St., North Andover,
Mass. 01845.

An 80 -page tuner Parts and Replacement Guide Catalog, No. 3, is
now available. This up to date edition
will help the reader to find the tuner
problems and replacement part quick -

1974 TV SETS...
continued from page 52

4

"Si,
711

M,M

11111111111

11411

e,_ Think of it as the best tester
in your bag. Only $299
Now you can get a high performance Model 8000A Digital
V.O.M. from Fluke, America's foremost maker of quality digital
mutimeters, especially designed for TV, rade, stereo and audio
service. No other digital V.O.M. gives you tie resistance range
to check breakers and switches, the high resolution voltage to
look at emitter base and other transistor voltages, excellent ac
accuracy and full accuracy with a 30 second warm-up.
Measures in 26 ranges 100 MV to 1200 V, 0.1 IA to 2A, and 100
millil! to 20 megl! with a basic dc accuracy of 0.14.0. Full year
guarantee. Low cost options include rechargeable battery pack,
printer output, deluxe test leads, HV, RF & 600 -amp ac current
probes, carrying case, and rack mount. Un.que self zero eliminates offset uncertainty. Electronics securely mounted in high impact case. Service centers throughout U.S., Canada, Europe
and Far East for 48 -hour turnaround repair.

FLUKE

P. O. Box 7428,
Seattle, Washington 98133.

Get all the details from your nearest Fluke sales office. Dial
toll -free 800-426-0361 for address of office nearest you.
... for more details circle 113 on Reader Service Card
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cuit panels which plug into the main chassis pan, and
the circuit modules located on these panels are provided with plug-in sockets for easy removal.
Two tuner configurations are used with the T989
chassis. One is the familiar FET VHF tuner and a VHF
tuner with detent and drum -type digital readout for

each UHF channel. The other configuration uses a

VHF tuner with 21 detents, nine of which are used for
UHF channels. These nine positions incorporate individual potentiometers which couple a dc tuning volt-

age to a varactor UHF tuner. The other 12 detented
positions are used for the normal VHF channels. The
21 detent tuner is used with remote control consoles
and is motorized.
This chassis also uses what is commonly referred to

as the "RGB System" in which all matrixing of the

luminance signals-R-Y, B-Y and G-Y-is accom-

plished prior to driving the picture tube control ele-

ments, eliminating the luminance chain.
The schematic for the T989 chassis can be found in
this month's Tekfax Schematic No. 1492.
The monochrome TV -set line will contain 20 models
in screen sizes of 7 to 22 in. Of these models, 18 will
contain chassis introduced in previous years. Only one

new chassis has been added to the line, which is the
T984 used with the 16 -in. picture tube. A three hour
timer has been added to the T960 chassis to allow
automatic shutoff.

ly. A replacement guide for antenna
coils and shafts is also provided. This

TUNE -IN

REBUILD
YOUR OWN
PICTURE TUBES?

colorful catalog and price list is available for one dollar. PTS Electronics,
Inc., P.O. Box 272, Bloomington, Ind.
47401.

on these TOP -RATED
"NO -NOISE" PRODUCTS

PROVEN PERFORMANCE FOR COLOR AND B/W

FIRST, H-npir 'way Parts with

SUPER SPRAY BATH.
Dissolve ani flush mossy grease, din,

cil and oxidation -penetrative action
deans and restores all component

Electronic Components
A 64 -page general catalog published

with an expanded index, makes

parts.

it

easier for a buyer to locate the almost
11,000 products described. Among
these manufacturer's products are alkaline and mercury batteries, capacitors, controls, recording tape, resistors,

With

systems, semiconductors,
security
switches, timers, and many other elec-

20mm or etc. We offer you the most revolution-

for spec:al attentions° volume con.
tots, push button assemblies, band
switches, way, and other electrical

the

Lakeside

Industries,

Inc.

ized

equipment

unit

is

of

our

modern

carbon let, non.
toxic -- safe for

times. Ms

:
N155

orly
4 x 8 ft. of space. You can rebuild the finest
tube available. The picture will be clear and
sharp. Your cost to rebuild a color tube is
approx. $6.60. Your cost to rebuild a black and
white tube is approx. $1.85.
easy

to

operate

and

requires

UML
CONTROL
alli==111.110
CONTACT

sioRtA

Speakers

Net profit $213.60. Multiply this figure by five
days per week. Your profit $1,068.00 per week.

scribes a complete line of speakers

Cut this figure in half! Build and sell only two
color tubes per day. Your profit $534.00 per
week. Facts are facts, figures do not lie.

that is said to range from quality hi to

tough,

r

CTS Corp., 5665 No. 8th St., Pa-

F,.o.r.us 'NO NOISE" Products

ELECTRONIC CHEMICAL CORP.
813 :::Ommumpww, Avenue Jersey City, N. J 07304

P.S. No salesman wilr call.
.
.

0101

Often imitated but never duplicated

(312) 342-3399.

ducah, Ky. 42001.

Ind wafer type) use

TUNER TONIC
With Perma Film

EC -44 '7'..7.:litcro Head Cleaner

For further informaticn, please send your name
and address to Lakeside Industries, Inc., 3520
West Fullerton, Chicago, III. 60647. Phony:

heavy duty public-address speakers.

,

For Tuners

fra further
cleaning and lubrication - Tunes'
Torac
economical, a little does a lot.

each. Total income 5240.00. Total cost $26.40.

A new 8 -page speaker catalog de-

pier Secs.

lusiugoo OR SUPER LUBE

Profit? Imagine building four color tubes per
day and if you soft these tubes for $60.00

speakers

AT H

IsiC.-NOISEpracucts are
gurenteed nonflammable, no

picture

tube rebuilding unit, you can rebuild any p(cture tube, be it black and white or color or

Mallory distributors.

stereo

Ex

PRA

contacts.

tronic components for consumer, replacement and industrial use. The
catalog is available from authorized

fidelity

THEN, ollow with

VOLUME CONI-ROL AND
CONTACT RESTORER

for more decal s circle 108 on Reader Service Card

for more details circle 124 on Reader Service C rd

ZO-00-0-M-MM
First in the race. Raytheon put together
the car. You drove it to top money in the
big '72 season. It's a money -making team tha
started with your switch to Raytheon, the larges
independent tube supplier. We know the competitio
is rough. As an independent serviceman, you can't w
time and money on call backs or pit stops. So, Raytheon
builds to beat the competition. You drive hard for first place.
And we're going for the trophy again this year. Together.
... for more details circle 133 on Reader Service Card
OCTOBER 1973, ELECTRONIC T.IFINICIAN/DEALER

59

SPRAY

READERS

AWAY

INDEX

THE
RACKET.
Squeak. Whine.
Whirr. Psss! Silence.

Quietrole did it

X.MCIFL
IUBRI-CLEANIR
et". Inah..enteet. 94.
tand on... atet.44

he... h.' label he ht."'

again. Silenced
those moving T.V.
parts, with one
squirt from the
handy spray pack.
Cleaned away dirt,
dust, and crud.
Without damaging

anything ... in any
black and white or
color set. Silence is
golden. So is

new Silicone"Silitron."
Product of

QUIETROLE
COMPANY
Spartanburg, South Carolina

... for more details circle 132 on Reader Service Card

PRICES
TEST

ADVERTISER'S INDEX
101

102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111

112
113
114

Antennacraft
B & K Dynascan

Book Club-Tab Books
Channel Master
Chemtronics
Delta Products
Eico Instruments
Electronic Chemical Corp.

International Rectifier
Jem Electronics
Jensen Tools
.

C. H. Mitchell
Motorola Training Institute

141

142
143

RCA Parts and Accessories
RCA Electronic Instruments
Sprague Products
Tektronix Equipment
Telematic
Tuner Service Corp.
TV Tech Aid

Triplett
Wahl Clipper
Winegard Co.
Workman Electronics Products
Zenith Radio Corp.

Catalog & Prices on Request

FORDHAM Radio Supply
Company, Inc.

in? 558 Morris Avenue, Bronx,

.

Ls.z." Tel: 1212) 585-0330

DISTRIBUTORS OF ELECTRONIC SUPPLIES

. for more details circle 115 on Reader Service Card

. .

57
56

FREE ALARM CATA

13

Full line of professional burglar
and fire alarm systems and supplies. 80 pages, 400 items. Off the shelf delivery, quantity

60
59

prices.

4

49
60
Cover 2
60
59
Cover 3

4215 n. 16th st., phoenix, az. 83 16

... for more details circle 130 on Reader Service Card

FREE CATALOG

TOOLS

701

702
703
704
705
706
707
708
709
710
711

MOVING?
Be sure to let us know your new address.
Please enclose a complete address label
from one of your recent issues.

712
713
714

Lists more than 1700 items-pliers,
tweezers, wire strippers, vacuum systems,

relay tools, optical equipment, tool kits
and cases. Also includes four pages of

10

43

useful "Tool Tips" to aid in tool selection.

.1 E1,1

16

17 TOOLS

4117 N. 44th Street, Phot.n.a. Att.

17
.

.

.

85011

for more details circle 173 on Reader Service Card

Cover 4
48
18

24-25
3

I

Motion Detector/Alarm System
Semiconductors

Digital Multimeter
VHF/ FM Scanner Monitor
FM Two -Way Radio

CB Mobile Radio
Color -TV Console

22
22
22
53
53

.53
54
54
54

Monitor Preamplifier
Smoke Detector

54
55
55

Smoke/Gas Alarm
Tape Deck

56

Two -Way Radio

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER, OCTOBER 1973

RCA's Model WT 534A Tester

t

56
57

TEST INSTRUMENT
900

60

CD -4 Disc Demodulator
Telephone Answering Systems
MATV Broadband Indoor Amplifier

"My husband likes to tinker."
46

_

HARD -TO -FIND PRECISION TOOLS

19

53

mountain west alarm

NEW PRODUCTS
700

N.Y.

nen

51

11

Raytheon

136
137
139
140
138

54
58
23
60
6
20-21
48
49
50

57
52
54

133

135

DFtom
R

ICC/Mullard Tubes Specials

57

London Co.
LPS Research Laboratories

132

134

8
52
59

Leader Instruments Corp.

Mountain West Alarm
Precision Tuner Service
Quietrole Co.

131

rJ

13

30

116
117
118
119
120

Lakeside

Hi2

26-29
14-15

.

General Electric -Tube
GTE Sylvania
Heath Co.
Heath Co.
Heath Co.
Heath Co.
Heath/ Schlumberger

122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130

5

55

Finney Co.
Finney Co.
Finney Co.

115

121

EQUIPMENT

12

E -V Game

John Fluke Manufacturing
Ford Truck
Fordham Radio Supply

Quietrole.

Also available in
bottles, and the

DISCOUNT

SERVICE

1490

ELECTRONIC

VHF SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM

TECHNICIAN/DEALER

SYLVANIA
TV Chassis A 1 6- 1

21-1.EffEIM/51

OCTOBER 1973

COMPLETE MANUFACTURER S' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 5 NEW SETS
SYMBOL

SCHEMATIC NO.

SCHEMATIC NO.

AIRLINE

1494

TV Models GAI-13133C, D

GENERAL ELECTRIC

SYLVANIA

N I,0001NO

O

..

SYLVANIA PART NO.

41378611

8-300/150v
C -20/150v
D -30/175v

IA

1490

Are

TV Chassis A16-1

R504-75. 20w

36.92898-68
50-33195-I
50.35989-1
50-16238-5

.

L100 -Quad deieLt

1491

Color -TV Chassis 10QA

ZENITH

L102 -sound input
L212-4.5MHz trap

1493

Color -TV Chassis 25DC56

vOn.
1

MAGNAVOX

DESCRIPTION

G504-4 section electro
A -500/175v

L400-horiz hold ......

ALL CA.:1001 .4 POI 11/00.44.

.

i

1492

Color -TV Chassis T989

4 AA..

50-339562
part of yoke

L404-hora cod
T100 -audio output
T402-horiz output
R105 -100K volume
R240 -10K contrast
R258 -200K brite
R272 -4.7K AGC
R314 -500K vert hold
R322 -2M vert height
R326 -15K vert lin
F500- fuse 1 5a slo blo
1C100-integ sound IF a
'
UHF tuner
VHF tuner

"%lrrn'eNO. """*""
114,00.1110.. 01../104
41.044.4

42.0.V

WAVE FORM S

...

56378721

50-37884-I
37-35105-10
37 2724 52
37-27242-51
37.14576-13
37.33036-14

.

part of R314
part of R314
.

1

-7-

r

0

2 VPP

Vert.

0

L100

Al

,r4

70 VPP

WOO
Ake

- Z.

.6 .044.

r?"

OS

®

Horiz.

Vert.

0

Vert.

C.)

44.
4700
A1/020 OUTKIT

,

*1(

OA.

L__

.1-7;77

vv.!
.1011

3.5 VPP

I

100 Al

40;1411.

-1(1r.
.re

101110

Vert.

-fe;1

1.5 VPP

,00v

CO1

e-4

8 VPP

.

ItO

1.1111

0."

.....

a

60 VPP

::'

Vert.

:10
111011104.1.

111. SOLO.

on

ASIA

Aft

I a,

100

N

0

60 VPP
Horiz.

®

7 VPP

Vert.

rA
V../

3.5 VPP

Vert.

0

L.04
IV

woo..

'IT .010 If

11 VPP

Vert.

zf,,T

71' 71 1

c/L- ft.
FP ffT.4

ror

r

;78.

ffr

44

7"14471.4

..2
0202.

2 100240

.
0204

fia

V.C.C,

-

IF1.1

00111211

001

gr4

4.0A (0
SC..

11

35 VPP

Vert.

0

30 VPP

30 VPP
Vert.

Vert.

0

04116.1

scaoserl

14 VPP

Vert.

40
.301.
1.041

1516

28 VPP

Vert.

Horiz.

20 VPP
17

Horiz.

8 VPP

C)18

Horiz.

r

0
0

10 VPP

Horiz.

3.5 VPP

Vert.

20

0

11309

.147r

28 VPP

.

.v 1104.114.0011.

175 VPP
Horiz.

1

Hi

rhiFS-.7.1

VPP

Vert.

0

amount of
coupling
Hods.

Horiz.

20 VPP
Vert.

11<

111.V

Depends on

10 VPP
21

MK,

0

"
Co

8 VPP

Vert.
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10.
91.1.
COM..
noam4

-SC 0;4

'Arra.

.v

29377303
1535059-1
5437589-1
5437919-1

SeL

1491

2":=Lr91

ELECTRONIC

GENERAL
ELECTRIC

OCTOBER 1973

Color TV Chassis 10QA

10010110111,

COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 5 NEW SETS

1011111 00161111 01111
I -10r a Rate

'45

IC 101
Pon 5

11 VP?

Nori R

IVPP

10101

amoo

0105
Emitter

3 VPP

lea 10

(4 Hora Rate
1.25 VPP

0104
Emitter

Cpl

CS

0104

'45 HOrI2 Rate

Goll.c tor

1.5 VPP

+4=4

LW"

IS Hoax Reee,,,

125 WIP

V.V

0503
Horiz Rate
Collector
Varies with Color control

0503
Emitter
Sett with R568 only

74 Hoti. Rate
2.0 VPP

0601
Collector

1.0 VPP

0504

%Hewes Rote

54 Horiz Rate
4 VPP

S ees

17

>4 Horn Rate ,
0.3 VP?
i.fy

0504
Collector

0

0506
Emltw

11, Mork Rote

0

7 low

1102

/6 Hoek Rico,

Pin 3

4 VPP

Mork Raton

VPP

220

V

C123

503
.1(

FAO.

4,2

C*3 1

11101

200

5:10

1304DIffi

514,

OT

10

1P7151

i5.45

.04

VIDEO

.03

554

f101,011

VI

IC .0,5,

31(050

x.551
f0
v

10.'

R

7114YN2
11125

135

ills.

5.56

la.5

10 064

30

240

I

C56

C.,72

gie

5 102

335

T
1.103

4

3

2

M

3

14111

I

2

'5

1

1,03

II

.2

10

r.r
1

4

a

10 112041

*par.

1001

I

T

0

!MS

f!'srt

17A6

111

C/04

Ta;
;:11; 1

-

I

F11

04

aw.a54r4

RiS

-4-

I

1s11

e--TPLIB

ti-eiTPLIA

,..,.
. 55

-,,i,,,.. ,.
501211

11. 220

a."
1(1,0i

'4.

1,

Ii.er
'

5

at Ng

F703 0130

=

_

_

T..
IF
44.4C

Rq
5.6K
W.

MOO .9

run

5112

41.4

OF Mg. 40151

5151

.544a

iii:'a

11126

,1

,4

11,20
4 Ta

.020.

10

15 AT,

1160

I

5 ZI

A

6.04

il.g.

-- .S0

Try

I

eLX4

7103

Roe
360

11100

2/K

r 4/ 30

6211

111

M.(

51 6.

,

-0.

0162

10.;.

-7.033
-5

7104

V44',
#1;.,`

T PIK 0-4 0113

3 1101.

C 50

vet.

PRODUCT 6.3F [Tv 30To4,

14400331 WIL7/ 600K0 6.0001031040 welt 4440.04400
113LKE6031 i1 61403 .04 420 OF 0 1104434101 TIN 1144045

_C109

AIWA OF 0105 52,396710 0111411 .060 15.4 F5111 LIST
45.1.4.1.6aS0431.01.00.3;14 WM. WITT CM 53 OFT .11/AC

43

41.

560

110141111. IKIC 414C CAT NOWILirMirliErral C044.00121.1 T
3141214TIC.
31.6011.01T No 032 SIND.° 21042.65 Of T

60065.6
13311

00

I

STK
2W

(619

t( dL(Itl.TLIYT(VT[
07
IC F46 TO1174453K4 1101.041471615 MA! ----- 510611, nit

300

z

5600

03 OTHER NAZI, 534

3607

600; 5i:
5%
Clue

1516

CHROMA
0404

(550

56
ITO T IN ALL

7;°

sc.
602 K60

1001(S
35.

)54

441

1747 11;13Z: 5.56
<365

-160

girpLi

1344

<356
i

5

(3"
I- 5Z°

I

.220

V

:
4

0500
I

Sr'
A,
*CSTO

0050

56

As:

.2

35.0

1503

1502

'S.2
50

02

0502 23

.5

C504

3

333

654

565r

5104

33

if

5

02

I

65.6

1.11

10

0

et

1.77
0

5,2
(0(0

11309

1007

06521

001

110

5.2

-

*0

550

TO C506

I

40
01

RGB DRIVE

G.y

6

311

14500

<5S

0%4
51.5.

6

7

2,60

KS.
12

AFC

I

1520

542

652

i C356

C536

(03C

210

1.0

_ _ _ _ _um) -

63

I(
SOY

50

v

505

C131

540

273
AUTO'

15031

19 -20.

_ 5503L

.

TO

:302

5091

.001
54016

(L4044
4,44.

11,
1.5

IK

5503,

50

L_

A31314054

- FC

65.2

CS.
04,

(5.)

.4%5504.
AFC

,CO

(WAGE

6`,9?

[MAW WEI

IC "SA

140 CVO

?tFi'

1200 SWINE

IRST 50030(

22010014f

Ilta

75
21320

393

0546

7504

952

0

SOS

705220'

0506
552

'44?5

C5.7

103

5551

/.4
4153.

PSI?

4,11,5

0509CI

0552

524.3 10.4.41
IA

*U"..11M.,0

3

Q

01

(6300

0522

2016

C506

.;?Cl

.2iv

01.

150

11M

low

55035

70

15534 5000
7,-%24,001"1

IMF

503
551

115i

revise

C.544

to

3.5

'KAMP

1401

(0.
00

I CT31001

5654

IC303

L

iTs0,

5500

00.

(502

AFCI
9

502

<SOO

15,0

6

55504
3

K*3

T'Arr

1

3

2

F3C3.1

7353

7

0306

0
o

IRSP2

253
.43

SO

0 5124 IN CON003005

210

(13
/0
210 50321Cf
3412

C441

5244.4.4.105
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0604
Eiew

0106
Collector

all, ',far ##########
lad l5/11M15/

1'80

0000000000 .585,
5885

101111

OOOOO NOOSE

61

% Horiz Rata,

0106

1.5 VPP

Base

V.)

fall

M Hera Noe
0.5 VP,

%Hark not.,

0110

0

VP,

Doe

W

0110

14 Hord Rate",

Collector

5 VPP

0109
Emitter

1/4.119

Rate

30VVPPert

0111

00'1

1

11111111
1,1#141

0

MEI

111

/

14 Vert Rate
50 VPP

0112
Bea

0

al
0112
Collector

NOM

GENERAL ELECTRIC
Color -TV Chassis 1 OQA

dab

14 Vert Rate
40 VPP

0112
Emitter

% Horiz Rate
9 VPP

0203

%Hod: Rate

Bale

36 VPP

14 Hord Rater,

0501

0.3 VPP

Base

IQ)

"VW,

Ni% /11140 ton

..4
% Hord Ra
100 VPP

VI

0600
Collector

0604
Collector

%Hord Rate,....
100 VPP

Hord Rate

15 Hod: Rate
1.5 VPP

0201
Collector

45 VPP

0207

54 Hord Ras

Brae

7 VPP

0207

QCollector

0203

Collator

V...9

14 Hord
5 VPP

Rri,

0205

% Hord Rater...,

0205

Bane

135 VPP

Collector

11_1)

+2 r

zy

SYMBOL

SECOND

DESCRIPTION

GENERAL ELECTRIC PART NO.

R115-RF AGC, 5000,20%

EP49X92
EP49X94

000 0

0100(0

dual control
R122 -1F AGC, 2K
R196 -blue drive, 40K
R I 71 -(CR T bias) 20K

EP49X96
EP49X97

dual control
R194 -green drive, 40K
0195 -red drive, 40K
0258 -focus, 15M, 20%
R515-chroma range, 5000
R653 -color killer, 500K
L110 -cool, 4.5 trap am. wloore
L202 -coil, horiz one w/core
L301 -coil quad w/core
L356 -coil 47.25MHz trap
1C101-integ ckt, IF, AGC
1C301-integ ckt, audio
1C303-integ ekt, AFC mod
1C501-integ ckt, demod
fuse, 4a, fast blow, F401
fuse..5A, last blow, F404

B

( PT 50(5(4 PROVIDE S I1(
PROTECTION 10 ETTEN

(EEC 40006-044 001.1100.

TN.( OW( Tit RESISTORS TO
(011100(5. (I'S 050 62'5.
TOE VOCuS 61.102001

6(505405 IS 5.12

T204-HV :former,

Q204

ar

EP49X91

EP49X159
ES49X535
EP61X13
EP36X55
EP36X83
EP36X92
EP84X1
EP134X2

14 Mari: Rate
10 VPP
r''!"

EP84X4
EP84X3
EP10X52

0204

Collator

EP1OX3
EP77X11

gap

1301-aforrneo, audio output
T401 -:former, filament
T500 -'former, chroma bandpass
T502 -coil, 3.58 output 'dormer. w/core
TP$22

35 Florin Raft
5 VPP

ET64X105
EP64X21
EP61X14
EP36X84

Toe ARID

% Hera Rote
2.5 VPP

Jet. 8251.
1.204

TP.3EKI

AUDIO

PROM

E 5 0(0

0302

2

NOYID

.1.000,000

4LOCTO

CAPACITORS SORE THAN, -.6.0-M
CAPACITORS LESS THAN

RESISTORS ARE I/2 WATT

X. Vert Ron

VC.A. 1.450 OOOOO TS NAM
WITI4 A VT. WITH RESPECT TO

1 VPP

LNASSIS. RECEIVER SET FOR TOONITIAL
OPERATION. IIIERSOREMENTS WAY

O

03112
Ilene

Oar 5,0% AT 1200 AC 5106 VOLTAGE.
WHERE 011-515141 MID 0.-111EISAL

TO

220

DIPIER. 1291-SIVEAL

11105

A TA*

VOLT.{ APPEARS 5 irLiCS *0(5

0.-514501

VOLTAGE.

00 -SIGNAL VOSTAAWS Aal WA. SHAPES

TAP. NITI. NOM FREE VENAL
0(54 I
50.40

vFRT ICA I_

220

:wawa PR THE PERWINALA ye EMS STEW. 094..0 O.
SW DANT TIN PCIDEE C. ital APO

"

.10 VOLTS

026

0290

INS
22

L.I.SI

CENTENWE CONTROL SETT,.

040 ERIE

00 10

Al

ON THE TERMINALS of 0004 0504.0600 AND THE CRT
001
CONTROL ERN. NAY VAPT WITH 'WIDTH CONTENT ARO !INTENT-

-8

NESS. C
SETTHIGE.

__

C2611

ORIENTNESS

INTL AND COSOR CONTROL

Von Role
1 VPP

0252
Collestor

.0;23.41.

:ro

(2961

42(4

Eve
1200

,242

(zeo

ara
id
ET

.160 1,7.

51,

2,4

177'

22117

aWt
15066622.106
54,11'

c.
11.52g
I

'SO

214

0

-oo van
9.111 r.

SYNC.

100

44IL:

Te,I,

rom
0005

1C202

8214

V1W

Xrzoo

00.6

#204
820

.2'

.0 200 i

210

r.'s2.'

$0202

)1

1001 I(I
02,0
02.0
.805

VIM
AM&

el

I

gz02 02

C

21

1(235

22

1520

""

..101512

.

150012

L
02.30
2000

-Erzz

f,5

020

Y20

ISO

%Hoek Nate
GO

VPP 0

Y270

Mods

C2E5

sijv

(204

ma

SO VPP

-)

021

22.6

RU
,54:1
0021 I

EL25,

L

022

(259

VERTICAL

46 4Poww.1 :epwve.e.

M. Hark Rote

0230

vVl

<50

10" DEFLECTION YOKE

GROTI

HORIZONTAL

0225

DRUM

2.23022 silt

re6TIC6

12616162

_

220

35

CONVERGENCE YOKE

PIN

El

029

IE

TOO

WIRT

SOP

026$

2501

Rskt9

ma,;"

E-

TOP, rgZa
<56M

0240

00

al

Woo

2220

2o,

"0'2

0000ER

C23.

4.8 020E
0324

00)1-

10 HO R

5252
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The profitable new
achievement in antenna technology.
The Mini -State is brand new from RCA. It's the first true
miniaturized rotating antenna system on the market. It
works . . and works well!
This system is specifically made for your metropolitan and
suburban customers who want the quality reception of an
outdoor -type antenna, in a beautifully compact unit suita-

nel. Exclusive direction indicator light on the hand 'veld

ble for homes and apartments.

outdoor mast clamp. Legs which can be snapped into place
for indoor use.
Although regular coaxial and rotator cable may be used, a
unique combined coaxial and rotator cable is available in
prefabricated lengths for quick, easy installation. (A fixed
non -rotating model 5MS330 is also available.)
Yes, this new RCA Mini -State antenna system can mean
maxi -profits for you. See your RCA Parts and Accessories

.

Measuring just 21" across and 7" high, the Mini -State is
completely enclosed in an attractive sturdy plastic case
that's weatherproof and resistant to dust and dirt. It
weighs just 6 pounds and can be mounted almost anywhere: rooftop, chimney, window, attic and closet.
The RCA Mini -State's uni-directional pattern, VHF slotted ring and multi -element UHF design, combined with its
completely integrated solid state circuitry, provides excellent reception on all channels, and helps avoid interfer-

control unit tells them where the antenna is aimed.

The RCA Mini -State rotating antenna system includes:
The antenna with built-in amplifier. Built-in rotator and

hand held remote control unit. A 120 volt AC power
supply. A VHF -UHF antenna matching transformer. An

distributor today, or contact RCA Parts and Accessories,
P.O. Box 100, Deptford, N.J. 08096. Make sure you're in

ence and ghosts.

on the ground floor of this profitable new era in TV

Mini -State model 5MS440, with built-in rotator, allows

antenna systems.

your customers to zero -in for best reception on any cnan-

RCA

If your problem is measuring/Ai,
iu,A and milliohms
in transistorized

and integrated
circuits
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Solve it with
Triplett's 801
SOLID
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1. Lower power ohms -8 ranges with 35 mV power source and 1 ohm center
scale.

2. High sensitivity -5 mV AC full scale at 10 megohm input impedance; 50 mV
DC at 11 megohm input resistance.

3. Simplified scale - 8 meter with only 4 arcs for all 73 ranges.

It offers 73 measurement ranges

V -O -M is ideally suited to

as low as 1 PA.

including 8 low -power resis-

in -circuit testing. When you add

See the remarkable Model 801

tance ranges that apply only 35

2% DC and 3% AC accuracy

V -O -M - priced at $231

...

on the voltage ranges (current:

your Triplett distributor. For

does not activate or damage
solid-state components. With

3% DC and 4% AO and a 25

more information-or for a free
demonstration-call him or your

full-scale readings as low as 50

a nearly 71/2" scale length,

mV DC and 5 mV AC, 5 PA DC

there's no doubt that the Model

Triplett sales representative
right away. Triplett Corpora-

and 100 Ohms 11 Ohm center-

801 has no equal among ana-

tion, Bluffton, Ohio 45817.

scale) - plus a 10 megohm in-

log V -O -M's in terms of sensitiv-

put impedance on the AC scales

ity and versatility. And there's an

and 11 megohm input resistance

optional Leakage Adapter ($331
that measures leakage currents

mV to the device under test

PA suspension -type meter with

on DC - Triplett's Model 801
For lull details
Representative.

Dial Toll -Free 800-645-9200 for nearest Triplett
New York State
Call Collect 516.294-0990
.

for more details circle 138 on Reader Service Card

- at

11111.TRIPLETT
The World's most complete line of V -0 -M's...
choose the one that's just right for you

